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INTRODUCTION
TO THE

FRAGMENTS OF B/e/HASPATI.

The fragments of Br^Tiaspati are among the most precious

relics of the early legal literature of India. Apart from

Importance of their intrinsic value and interest, as containing
Br^haspati. ^ y^^y f,ji] exposition of the whole range of the

Hindu law, their close connexion with the Code of Manu

gives them a special claim to consideration, and renders

them a valuable link in the chain of evidence^ by which

the date of the most authoritative code of ancient India

has been approximately determined ^.

The connexion between the Manu and B^-Zhaspati Smritls

appears first from the way in which Br^Tiaspati refers to,

He refers to and quotes from, the Code of Manu. In the
Manu.

chapter on Gambling and Betting, Br/haspati

says (XXVI, i),
'

Gambh'ng has been prohibited by Manu,
because it destroys truth, honesty, and wealth. It has been

permitted by others, when conducted so as to allow the king
a share (of every stake).' The observation that Manu dis-

agrees with the other legislators as to the permissibility of

gambling is perfectly just. See Manu IX, 2,2,i-!ZzS
; Ykgiidi-

valkya II, 199-203; Apastamba II, 25, 12, 13; Narada

XVII, 1-8
; Katyayana XXV, i. Br/haspati goes on to say

(XXVI, 2) that 'Gambling shall take place under the super-
intendence of keepers of gaming-houses, for the purpose of

discovering thieves.' This rule agrees almost literally with

Ya^;/avalkya II, 203, and the fact that Br/Tiaspati does not

refer to Ya^;7avalkya by name, although he names Manu,
can only be accounted for by his very particular veneration

for the latter, as the fountain-head of Sacred Law.—On the

'

Biihler, The Laws ofManu (Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxv), pp. cviii-cx.
"^ What follows up to p. 275 has been reprinted, with modifications and

additions, from a paper on * Manu and Br/haspati,' in the first volume of the

Vienna Zeitschrift f. d. Kunde d. Morgenlandes, pp. 375-280.
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subject of weights or coins, Br^haspati says (X, 10), 'The

quantities beginning with a floating particle of dust and

ending with a Karshapa/^a have been declared by Manu.'
The statements of Manu which are thus referred to by
Br/haspati may be found, Manu VIII, 132-137.

— In

speaking of the Niyoga or appointment of a widow to raise

offspring to her deceased husband, BWhaspati says (XXIV,
12), 'The Niyoga has been declared by Manu, and again

prohibited by the same
;
on account of the successive

deterioration of the (four) ages of the world, it must not

take place (in the present or Kali age).' This text shows

that the conflicting statements of Manu (IX, 57-68) with

regard to the Niyoga, which have been the matter of so

much comment among European philologists, had already
struck his follower Br/haspati, and were ingeniously ex-

plained by him, in accordance with the practice of his own
times.—In the chapter on Inheritance (XXV, ^^), Br^Tiaspati

observes that out of the thirteen sons declared by Manu,
a legitimate son of the body (aurasa) and an appointed

daughter (putrika) are the only ones that represent real

issue. It is true that Manu (IX, 158, 180) speaks em-

phatically of twelve sons only, but the appointed daughter
or her son is not among these, and he advocates in strong
terms the rights of an appointed daughter's son (IX, 127-

140), and cuts down very much the rights of all the other

substitutes for a son (IX, 180, 181). This shows that

Br/haspati's rules on this head are perfectly in keeping
with the teaching of Manu.—In the chapter on Sale with-

out Ownership (XIII, i) he refers to Manu (VIII, 197)

by the name of Bhr/gu.

Secondly, in a number of other instances, the Code of

Manu, though not appealed to by name, is neverthe-

Indirect less distinctly referred to by Br/haspati. Thus,
references, j^ the chapter on Inheritance (XXV, 79), he

observes that ' those by whom clothes and so forth have been

declared impartible have not decided properly.' The well-

known versusmemorialis concerning impartible property,
the contents of which are further discussed in the sequel by
B/^/haspati, occurs both in the Code of Manu (IX, 219) and
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in the Vish«u-smr/ti
;
and it may be presumed either that

the authors of these two works are the authorities referred to

by Br/haspati, or that Manu is referred to in the plural is

rnajestatis, as is often the case with teachers. The reason

why Manu is not referred to by name may be sought in

the fact that Br/haspati does not care to openly avow his

dissent from so eminent an authority.
—In the chapter on

Debts, Bnliaspati remarks (XI, 4) that interest is divided

into four species by some, into five by others, and by others

again into six sorts. Four sorts of interest are mentioned

by Manu, VIII, 153.
—In the chapter on Inheritance (XXV,

35), he declares that an appointed daughter or her son has

been pronounced equal to a legitimate son of the body.

The rights of an appointed daughter, as shown before, are

laid great stress upon by Manu, and he actually states that

an (appointed) daughter is equal to a son (IX, 130).

Thirdly, Br/haspati, even when not expressly referring

to Manu, presupposes throughout an acquaintance with

Comments on ^is Code, and a very large portion of his

Manu. Smnti is devoted to the interpretation of

technical terms or to the elucidation or amplification

of the somewhat laconic enunciations of Manu. Thus,

for example, in the chapter on Debts (XI, 5-1 1), he

explains, comments on, and amplifies the four sorts of

interest mentioned by Manu (VIII, 153). In the same

chapter (XI, 55-58) he interprets the curious terms used

by Manu (VIII, 49) to denote the various modes of re-

covering an outstanding debt. In the chapter on Sale

without Ownership (XIII, 2), he explains the technical term

asvamin,
* another person than the owner,' which had been

first used by Manu. From the general maxim of Manu

(VIII, 2, 11) that the allotment of shares among partners in

any undertaking shall be arranged in the same way as for a

company of officiating priests, Br^Tiaspati (XIV, 20-32) has

developed a series of elaborate rules regarding partnership
in tillage, workmanship, trade, musical performances, and

robbery. In the same way, the threefold law of breach of

promised obedience, non-payment of wages, and disputes
between the owner of cattle and his servants has been

[33] T
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developed by Br/haspati (XVI, i, 2) from Manu's two titles

of non-payment of wages and disputes between master and

servant. An analogous course of development may be

observed in the chapters on Ordeals, Resumption of Gift,

and Violation of Agreements, as compared to the scanty

provisions of Manu (VIII, 114-116, 212-214, 218-221) on

the same subjects. In the chapter on Boundary Disputes,

Manu's technical term maula,
* an original inhabitant of a

place,' is interpreted by Br/haspati (XIX, 12). It would be

easy to multiply examples. One more analogy between

the Manu and Br^haspati Smr/tis seems to be specially

deserving of notice. Both agree in arranging the whole

field of legal controversies under eighteen heads, and it

appears from the introductory verses to several chapters

(XII, I
; XIII, I

; XV, I
; XVI, i

; XVII, i, &c.) that Br/has-

pati was anxious to discuss the eighteen titles of law in the

same order as Manu. Nevertheless, he applies an interesting

new principle of division to the eighteen titles of law by

distinguishing fourteen titles relating to civil law, and four

titles relating to criminal law (II, 3-9), and introduces a

number of subdivisions (II, 2, 10
; XVI, 1-3 ; XXII, i, 2).

Fourthly, Br^Tiaspati declares emphatically that any
Smritl text opposed to the teaching of Manu has no

validity (XXVII, 4).

Under these circumstances the tradition preserved in the

Skanda-pura;?a that there are four versions of the Code of
 

, Manu, byBhr/ffu, Narada, B/'/haspati,
Result.

, A . . 1. ' -r
and Ahgiras, acquu'es a peculiar significance.

Taking the version attributed to Bhr/gu to be identical with

the Code of Manu, the soi-disant composition of Bhrzgu,
it is impossible to doubt its connexion with the Narada^

and Br/haspati Smr^'tis. It is but natural to find, therefore,

that Narada and Br/haspati agree very closely inter se,

as e. g. in adding a title called
' Miscellaneous

'

to Manu's

eighteen titles of law (Br^Tiaspati XXVII, i), in enumerating
and describing three sorts of proof, eleven or twelve kinds

of witnesses, eight or ten ' members of a lawsuit,' four parts

of a judicial proceeding, four sorts of answer in a suit.

See above, Introduction to Narada.
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various '

defects of a plaint/ three kinds of officiating priests,

four species of gifts, four divisions of violence (sahasa), five

modes of recovery of a debt, &c. Many other analogies

between the two works may be gathered from a mere

cursory comparison of their contents ; they agree par-

ticularly in the use of many technical terms. One of these,

the designation of a gold coin by the Roman or Greek

term din^ra, i.e. denarius (X, 15), is an important test

for the date of both works, and compels us to refer the

earlier date of the composition of Br/haspati's law-book to

the first century A. D., the period to which belong the

earliest Indian coins corresponding in weight to the gold

denarius of the Romans ^ As regards the lower limit,

one might feel inclined to assign an earlier date to Brih.a.s-

pati than to Narada, on the ground of his being a faithful

follower of Manu in a far higher degree than is Narada,

who differs from Manu on such important points as the

names and order of several titles of law, the legitimacy of the

Niyoga, &c.^ Nevertheless, the enlightened views of Bri-

haspati on the subject of women's rights^, and the advanced

character of his teaching generally, render it probable that

his learned composition belongs to a somewhat more recent

period than the Ndrada-smr/ti.

The fact that B^'/haspati was considered an inspired

writer by the very earliest commentators of law-books,

such as e.g. by Medhatithi (ninth century), proves him to

have preceded those commentators by several centuries. An
analogous result may be obtained by comparing the laws of

Br/haspati with the corresponding portions of the Burmese

The DhammathatSjthe Buddhist Indian originals
Dhammathats. of which, according to Dr. Forchhammer,

were composed in the seventh, eighth, and ninth centuries.

The coincidences between Br^Tiaspati and the Dhammathats

are both numerous and striking*. It may be added that

^ West and Biihler, Digest of the Hindu Law, I, p. 48; Jolly, Tagore Lect.p.56.
^ See above, Introduction to Narada. ^

Jolly, Tagore Lectures, pp. 193, 241.
* Several coincidences between Br/haspali and the Wagaru, the earliest

law-book of Burma, have been collected by Dr. Forchhammer, Jardine Prize

Essay, pp. 55, 57, 58. For other examples, see Dr. Forchhammer's edition of

th Wagaru, pp. 12 (gifts), 36 (twelve witnesses), &c.

T 2
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the judicial proceeding described in the well-known drama

Mrikk/iaksifiks, corresponds to the rules laid down by Brz-

haspati, as has been shown elsewhere. For all these reasons,

the composition of the Br/haspati-smnti cannot be referred

to a later period than the sixth or seventh century A. D.

Hitherto, those texts of Br^Tiaspati have been entirely left

aside which relate to other parts of the sacred law than Civil

and Criminal Law and Procedure. Hema-
giou ex .

^Yi'sKciturva.vg3ikmtkmd.nuDeva7idahh.dLU3Js

Smr^'ti/^andrika, and most other standard Dharmanibandhas

contain a number of texts of Br^Tiaspati on Dana, Vrata, Pr^-

ya^^itta, and all other parts of the religious law. However,

an examination of these texts has yielded no definite result,

and they are not sufficiently numerous by far to admit of re-

constructing the purely religious portion of the ancient Brt-

haspati-smr/ti from them. Nor is it at all improbable that

the legal texts ofBrzhaspati mayhave formed an independent
work from the outset, just like the Narada-smr/ti, or like the

Burmese Dhammathats, in which forensic law was treated

by itself, without any admixture of religious elements.

The legal texts attributed to Br^Tiaspati are so numerous

as to make up in their entirety a law-book which contains a

full exposition offorensic law,hardly inferior
Arrangement. . .

^
^ -kt • • rT>i • • 1m size to the Narada-smr^ti. The prmciples

on which the texts have been collected and arranged are the

same as in the case of the Quotations from Narada. The

preservation of the introductory texts to several titles of law,

and the occurrence of many long series of consecutive texts

of Br^liaspati in the Dharmanibandhas, facilitate considerably

the task of arrangement, though the original position of

many texts in Br/haspati's Dharmaj-astra must needs remain

doubtful. For the chapter on Inheritance the following

other works have been used, besides those consulted for the

Quotations from Narada: G. Sarkar's translation of theVira-

mitrodaya on Inheritance (V.); Dr. Burnell's Madhaviya and

Varadara^a ;
Professor Buhler's edition of the U^^ala of

Haradatta ; Haradatta's Gautamiya Mitakshara (MS.) ;

Nandapa;/<^ita's Vai^yanti (MS.).
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I. Constitution of a Court of Justice.

1. In former ages men were strictly virtuous and

devoid of mischievous propensities. Now that

avarice and maHce have taken possession of them,

judicial proceedings have been established.

2. A judicial assembly is declared to be of four

sorts : stationary, not stationary, furnished with (the

king's) signet-ring, and directed (by the king). The

judges are of as many sorts.

3. A stationary (court meets) In a town or village ;

one not stationary is called movable
;
one furnished

with (the king s) signet-ring is superintended by the

chief judge ;
one directed (by the king) is held in

the king's presence.

4. The king, his chosen representative (the chief

judge), the judges, the law (Smr/tl), the accountant

and scribe, gold, fire, water, and the kings own
officer are ten members of legal procedure.

5. A court of justice is corhposed of these ten

members ; and a judicial assembly of this sort, in

which the king examines causes attentively, is com-

parable to an act of religion.

1, I. Viram. p. 5. 2-10. Smr/ti^.

2, 3. Apararka. pratishMitapratishMita mudrita ^asita tatha I

^aturvidha sabha prokta sabhyaj X'aiva tathavidha^ u pratishMita

pure grame ^ala namapratishMita I mudritadhyakshasawyuta ra^a-

yukta ^a jasita II The Smnti^andrika reads jastrita,
'

governed by
the science of law,' for jasita,

*
directed.'

4-10. Viram. pp. 41, 42.
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6. The office of these ten (members) Is separately

declared for each. The chief judge decides causes
;

the king inflicts punishments; the judges investi-

gate the merits of the case.

7. The law furnishes the decree, whether victory

or defeat
; gold and fire serve the purpose of ad-

ministering ordeals
;
water is required for persons

suffering from thirst or hunger.
8. The accountant should compute the sum (in

dispute) ;
the scribe should record the proceedings ;

the king's own officer should compel the attendance

of the defendant, assessors, and witnesses.

9. And he should constantly keep both the plaintiff

and defendant in custody, if they have given no

sureties. Of these members (of a court of justice)

the king is the head
;
the chief judge is the mouth;

10. The judges are both arms
;
the law is both

hands
;
the accountant and the scribe are the legs ;

gold, fire, and water are the eyes and the heart
;
and

the king's own officer is the feet.

1 1. That judicial assembly is equal (in sanctity) to

a sacrificial meeting in which there sit seven or five

or three Brahmans, who are acquainted with the

world, with (the contents of) the Veda, and with law.

12. In a controversy he examines the (plaint in)

question and the answer
;
he speaks gently at first

11. M. Macn. I, i, 11.

12. Viram. p. 37. If the reading be correct, a double etymology
of the term pra^vivaka,

' a judge,' is propounded in this text : (i) he

who asks or examines {prikkMti) and afterwards decides (vadati) ;

(2) he who speaks gently at first (prag vadati). There is another

reading, pravadati for prag vadati, under which the former ety-

mology is the only one propounded in this text. It is beyond
doubt the true etymology.
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(prag vadati). Therefore he is called Pra^vlvaka

(judge).

13. Men qualified by the performance of devo-

tional acts, strictly veracious and virtuous, void of

wrath and covetousness, and familiar with (legal)

lore, should be appointed by the ruler as judges (or

assessors of the court).

14. Two persons thoroughly familiarwith grammar
and vocabulary, skilled in (the art of) computation,

honest, and acquainted with various modes of writ-

ing, should be appointed by the king as accountant

and scribe (respectively).

15. A veracious man, who pays obedience to the

judges, should be appointed (by the king) as his own

officer, to summon and to keep in custody the

witnesses, plaintiff, and defendant.

16. The king should sit facing the east; the

judges, facing the north
; the accountant, facing the

west
;
and the scribe, facing the south.

17. The king should cause gold, fire, water, and

codes of the sacred law to be placed in the midst of

them, also (other) holy and auspicious things.

18. In the middle of his fortress, he should build

a house, with water and trees adjacent to It, apart

(from other buildings), and let him use as court of

justice (a room situated) on the eastern side of it,

properly constituted and facing the east,

19. Furnished with garlands and with a throne,

13. Apardrka. sadhukarmakriyayukta/^ satyadharmaparayawa^ I

akrodhalobha^ jastra^wa^ sabhya^ karya mahibhu^a II

14, 15. Viram. p. 42. 15, 16. May. p. 4 (Mandlik).

17. Smritik. hirawyam agnim udaka/;? dharmajastrawi X'aiva hi I

tanmadhye sthapayed ra^a puwyani /('a hitani ka. \\

18, 19. Viram. p. 10. The epithet lakshawyaw,
'

properly con-
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supplied with grain, (decorated) with jewels, adorned

with statues, pictures, and images of deities, and

(provided) with fire and water.

20. Let the king try causes, attended by three

judges, after having entered the excellent judicial

assembly, in a sitting or standing posture.

21. The king having risen early in the morning
and performed ablutions according to rule, and

having shown due honour to Gurus (persons entitled

to respect), astronomers, physicians, deities, Brah-

mans, and domestic priests,

22. And having saluted the Gurus and the rest,

should enter the court-room, decorated with flowers,

ornaments, and (fine) clothes, with a cheerful coun-

tenance.

23. Having entered the judicial assembly in the

forenoon, together with the seniors, ministers, and

attendants, he should try causes and should listen

to (the expositions of) the Pura^as, codes of law,

and rules of polity.

24. Let the king or a member of a twice-born

caste officiating as chief judge try causes, acting on.

principles of equity, and abiding by the opinion of

the judges, and by the doctrine of the sacred law.

stituted,' means 'constructed according to the rules of architecture.'

Viram.

20. Smr/ti>^. ra^a karyawi sa;7zpajyet sabhyair eva tribhir vn'ta^ I

sahham eva pravij-yagryam asina^ sthita eva va II Nearly identical

with Manu VIII, 10.

21, 22. SmrzWk. pratar utthaya nrz'pati;^ S2iuk3,m krdva vidha-

nata>^ \ gmtn ^yotirvido vaidyan devan vipran purohitan li yathar-

ham etan sa^zpu^ya sapushpabharawambara/^ I abhivadya /^agurvadin

sumukhay^ pravijet sabham 11

23. May. p. 5.

24. SmrAik. ra^a karya;?i ssimpasyei prac^vivako^thava dvi^a^ I

nyaya^^any agrata^ kr/tva sabhyaj^astramate sthitay^ II
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25. For persons roaming the forest, a court

should be held in the forest
;

for warriors, in the

camp ;
and for merchants, in the caravan.

26. Cultivators, artizans (such as carpenters or

others), artists, money-lenders, companies (of trades-

men), dancers, persons wearing the token of a

religious order (such as Pa^upatas), and robbers

should adjust their disputes according to the rules of

their own profession.

2^. (The king) should cause the disputes of

ascetics and of persons versed in sorcery and witch-

craft to be settled by persons familiar with the three

Vedas only, and not (decide them) himself, for fear

of rousing their resentment.

28. Relatives, companies (of artizans), assemblies

(of co-habitants) and other persons duly authorized

by the king, should decide lawsuits among men, ex-

cepting causes concerning violent crimes (sahasa).

29. (Meetings of) kindred, companies (of artizans),

assemblies (of co-habitants), and chief judges, are

declared to be resorts for the passing of a sentence,

to whom he whose cause has been previously tried

may appeal in succession.

30. When a cause has not been (duly) investi-

gated by (meetings of) kindred, it should be decided

after due deliberation by companies (of artizans) ;

when it has not been (duly) examined by companies

(of artizans, it should be decided) by assemblies (of

co-habitants) ;
and when it has not been (sufficiently)

made out by such assemblies, (it should be tried) by
appointed (judges).

25. May. p. 4. 26, 27. Viram. p. 30.

28-32. Viram. p. 40.
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31. Judges are superior in authority to (meetings

of) kindred and the rest
;
the chief judge is placed

above them
;
and the king is superior to all, because

he passes just sentences.

32. The insight of princes surpasses by far the

understandings (of other persons), in the decision of

the highest, lowest, and middling controversies.

33. They who are ignorant of the customs of the

country, unbelievers, despisers of the sacred books,

insane, irate, avaricious, or troubled (by pain or

illness) should not be consulted in the decision of a

cause.

34. A Brahman is the root of the tree of justice ;

the sovereign prince is its stem and branches
;
the

ministers are its leaves and blossoms
; just govern-

ment is its fruit.

35. Renown and wealth are the sap of its fruit
;

a dignified station, invincibility, esteem among men,
and an eternal residence in paradise is enjoying its

fruit.

36. Having recognised these advantages in (the

pursuit of) justice, a king should be equitable towards

litigants, and should pass a just sentence, discarding
avarice and other (evil propensities).

II. General Rules of Procedure.

I. This legal procedure is declared, however, to

be divided into a number of branches. Hear, now,

33. Smritik. dejaMranabhi^«a ye nastika>^ j-astravar^itay^ \

unmattakruddhalubdhartd na prash/avya vinirwaye II

34-36. Viram. p. 14. Read bhogo^iha grahapu^anam in 35;

vivadinam I tyaktva lobhadikaw ra^a dharmyaw in 36.

II, I, 2. Viram. p. 292.
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its various divisions which may become the causes of

lawsuits.

2. I will proclaim in due order, according to truth,

(the titles of law) beginning with the recovery of a

debt and ending with (the title of) gambling with

dice and bettinof on animals, as well as the sub-

divisions of the titles of law.

3. When a master pays wages to the labourers

hired by him, for the purpose of doing work, and the

labourers do not work, a lawsuit will arise in con-

sequence.

4. When any man injures (another), or when he

refuses to give what he ought to give : such are the

two principal motives for going to law. Their sub-

divisions are manifold.

5. Lawsuits are of two kinds, according as they

originate in (demands regarding) wealth or in injuries.

Lawsuits originating in wealth are (divided again)

into fourteen sorts
;
those originating in injuries are

of four sorts.

6. Lending money at interest
; deposits (and

treasure-trove) ; (the title) called invalid gifts ;
con-

cerns of a partnership ; non-payment of wages ;
dis-

obedience
; disputes concerning land

;
sale without

ownership ;

7. Revocation of sale and purchase ;
breach of

3, 4. Smr/'ti^. 1pr3.ya.kk/1ek ked hhn'tim svami bhrz'tyanaw karma

kurvatam I na kurvanti ia bhntyaj ^et tatra vdda^ pravartate II

himsam yo kurute ka^^id deyaw va na praya^^^ati I dve hi sthane

vivadasya tayor bahutara gati^ 11

5-9. Smritik. dvipado vyavahara^ syad dhanahiwsasamud-

bhava^ I dvisaptako^rthamiilas tu hiwsdmulaj ^aturvidha^ 11 kusida-

nidhyadeyakhyaw sawbhfiyotthanam eva ka \ bhr/tyadanam asu-

sv^shi bhfivddoxsvamivikraya^ II krayavikrayanuj'aya^ samayatikra-
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agreements ;
the law between wife and husband

;

theft
;
the law of inheritance

;
and gambling with

dice.

8. These are the fourteen titles of law that oriofi-

nate in (demands regarding) wealth. There are

again various subdivisions of them, owing to the

diversity of lawsuits.

9. The two kinds of insult
;
violence

;
and criminal

connexion with the wife of another man : these

have been declared by Br/haspati to be the four titles

of law originating in injury.

10. Each of them embraces again several different

kinds, according as they are of a superior, middling,
or of the lowest description. Thus are those four

subdivided each in its turn.

11. Those who understand the eighteen titles of

law, as proclaimed in the law-books, to be at the root

of all lawsuits, are intelligent men indeed.

12. No sentence should be passed merely accord-

ing to the letter of the law. If a decision is arrived

at without considering the circumstances of the case,

violation of justice will be the result.

13. The issue of a lawsuit may convert a thief

into an honest man, and an honourable man into an

mas tatha I stripu/?zsayoga^ steyaw ^a dayabhagOikshadevanam 11

evam arthasamutthani padani tu ka.tmda.s2L I punar eva prabhinnani

kriyabhedad anekadha II parushye dve sahasaj" ka. parastnsa;;^-

grahas tatha I hi;;zsodbhavapadany evaw ^atvary aha bn'haspati.^ ||

10, II. Smrilik. hinamadhyottamatvena prabhinnani pmhak
prz'thak | vi^esha esha?;^ nirdish/aj* /eaturwam apy anukramat II

padany ash/ada^aitani dharmajastrodilani tu I mulaw sarvavivada-

Tiim ye vidus te parikshaka>^ 11

12-14. Viram. p. 18. See Narada I, i, 42, 71 (above, pp. 16,

23). For the story of Ma;^(iavya, who was falsely charged with

theft, see ibid. p. 16, note.
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offender. Mci^^^avya acquired the reputation of a

thief in consequence of a decision passed without

considering the circumstances of the case.

14. Dishonest men may seem honest, and honest

men dishonest, so that wrong notions may be easily

created
;
therefore sentences should be passed after

due consideration of the circumstances only.

15. By killing an aggressor, a man does not

commit sin by any means. He who takes the life of

one approaching with intent to murder him is no

offender.

16. If one abused returns the abuse, or if one

struck strikes again, and kills the assailant, such a

man commits no offence.

17. He who refrains from killing an aggressor
who abuses him aloud, and is ready to murder him,

(because the aggressor) is a virtuous man (otherwise)
and practices regularly the recitation of the Veda,
obtains the same reward as for performing a horse-

sacrifice.

18. The judgment in a doubtful matter is declared

to be of four sorts, according as it is based on moral

law, or on the issue of the case, or on custom, or on

an edict from the kino-.

19. Each of these has been declared to be twofold

by the sages, owing to the diversity of legal affairs.

20. When the matter in dispute has been decided

according to equity, after
' due deliberation, and

15. Vtram. p. 24. 16. Raghunandana, p. 9.

17. Viram. p. 25.

18. Viram. p. 8. See Narada I, i, 11 (above, p. 7).

19-24. Viram. pp. 118, 119. I read, with Smr/ti^., divyair va

jodhita^ in 21
; pramawanLf^ito in 22

;
and pramawarahita in 24.

20,21. The first kind is when the truth has been duly ascer-
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thoroughly examined by means of oaths (or ordeals),

it should be known to be a judgment based on

moral law.

21. When the defendant admits the accusation,

or furnishes clear evidence of his innocence through

performing an ordeal, it should be known to be

another sort of a decision based on moral law.

22. A sentence founded on an examination of the

evidence is termed (a decision based on) the issue of

the case. When (the defendant) tells a lie, or makes

no answer, it is also termed (a decision based on

the issue of the case).

23. When a sentence is passed according to the

inference (to be drawn from circumstantial evidence),

it is termed (a decision based on) custom. When it

is passed according to local usages, it is termed

another sort (of a decision based on custom) by the

learned in law.

24. A decision based on an edict from the king
is ordained, first, for those cases in which no evidence

is forthcoming. When the law-books or the judges
are at variance with one another, the second sort (of

this species of decisions) is said to be applicable.

25. When a sentence is passed exclusively ac-

cording to the letter of the law, it should be con-

tained and a sentence passed accordingly. The second kind is

when no examination of the facts takes place, the question being

settled either through a confession on the part of the defendant, or

through the performance of an ordeal. Smnti/^andrika.

22. The evidence here referred to can be human evidence only,

i. e. the deposition of witnesses, documents, or possession, divine

test being referred to in the two preceding texts. Smri'd^.

23.
'

Inference,' such as when a man is caught with a firebrand in

his hand. Smriiik. See Narada 1, 18, 172-175 (above, pp. 85, 86).

25-27. Viram. pp. 120, 121.
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sidered as (a decision based on) the issue of the

case. Moral law is overruled by it.

26. When a decision is passed in accordance with

local custom, logic, or the opinion of the traders

(living in that town), the issue of the case is over-

ruled by it.

27. Where the king, disregarding established

usage, passes a sentence (according to his own in-

clination), it is (called) an edict from the king, and

local custom is overruled by it.

28. The time-honoured institutions of each coun-

try, caste, and family should be preserved intact ;

otherwise the people would rise in rebellion
;
the

subjects would become disaffected towards their

rulers
;
and the army and treasure would be de-

stroyed.

29. The maternal uncle's daughter is taken in

marriage among the twice-born inhabitants of the

South. In the central country (Madhyade^a), they
become labourers or artizans, and eat cows.

30. The inhabitants of the East are fish-eaters,

and their women engage in promiscuous intercourse.

In the North the women take intoxicating drinks,

and in their courses have intercourse with men.

31. The people of Kha^a marry the widow of a

brother who has died. These men are not subject
to the performance of a penance or to punishment
on account of any such offence.

32. Thus has legal procedure with Its manifold

28-31. Vtram. p. 29; May. p. 5. I read p{irve for sarve in 30,

with May{ikha, Kalpataru, and other compilations. Baudhayana I,

2, 1-7.

32. Smr/ti^ evaw Hnekadha prokto vyavaharo manishibhi^ I

tasya nir«ayakr/d ra^ brShmawas ^a bahujruta^ 11
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ramifications been represented by the sages. The
sentence in a legal controversy has to be passed by
the king or by a Brahman thoroughly versed in the

Veda.

33. Against whomsoever an accusation has been

raised, whether founded on fact or on suspicion, let

the king summon that man either through (a letter

signed with) his seal or through an attendant.

34. For one timorous, or idiotic, or mad, or over-

aged, and for women, boys, and sick persons, a

kinsman or appointed agent should proffer the plaint

or answer (as their representative).

35. When a man who has a family and relations

does not appear before the court through pride after

having been summoned, (the king or judge) should

inflict on him punishment corresponding to the

nature of the accusation.

36. (The plaintiff) is not permitted to put under

restraint a person engaged in study ;
nor one about

to marry; nor one sick; nor one afflicted by sorrow;

nor one insane
;
nor an infant

;
nor one intoxicated

;

nor a very old man
;
nor one charged with a crime ;

nor one engaged in the king's service
;
nor one per-

forming a vow
;

37. Nor a soldier at the time of battle
;
nor a

husbandman at the time of harvest; nor one in a

perilous situation; nor a (respectable) woman; nor

one not his own master.

38. A king thus obeying the dictates of law in

passing sentences, acquires widespread renown in

33. Viram. p. 52. 34. Viram. p. 53.

35. May. p. 8. 36, 37. Viram. p. 56.

38. Viram. p. 125.
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this world and becomes an associate of great Indra

(after death).

39. He who effects a perfect cure, by the applica-

tion of surgical instruments smeared with the oint-

ment of law, of persons blinded by ignorance, and

whose eyes are veiled with a mist of doubt,

40. Obtains fame and royal favours in this w^orld

and a residence in heaven. Therefore should a

decision be passed for those who are blinded by
doubt.

41. An officiating priest and one entrusted with

the trial of causes are declared to be equal. In a

sacrifice, the sacrificer acquires religious merit
;
in a

lawsuit, (the parties obtain) defeat or victory.

42. He who, divesting himself of avarice, hatred,

and other (evil propensities), passes sentences ac-

cording to the dictates of law, obtains the same
reward as for the performance of a sacrifice.

HI. The Plaint.

1. The part called the declaration; the part called

the answer
;
the part called the trial

;
and the part

called the deliberation of the judges regarding the

onus probandi: these are the four parts of a

judicial proceeding.

2. The plaint is called the (first) part ;
the answer

is the second part ;
the trial is the third part ;

and

the judgment is the fourth part.

39, 40. Raghunandana, p. 3. I read svargati;7i for sadgatiw,

with Smniik.

41. Raghunandana, p. 7.

42. Smrt'tik. lobhadveshadikaw tyaktva ya^ kuryat kdryanirwa-

yam \ jastroditena vidhind tasya ya^waphalazw bhavet II

III, I, 2. Viram. pp. 59, 60.

[33] U
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3. In the case of a denial, (a judicial proceeding)
consists of four parts ; likewise, in the case of a

special plea ;
the same rule applies to a plea of

former judgment ;
but in the case of a confession, it

has two parts only.

4. When plaintiff and defendant come together,

each claiming to be first, their declarations should

be received in the order of their castes, or after

considering their respective grievances.

5. Those acquainted with (the true nature of) a

plaint declare that to be a (proper) plaint, which is

free from the defects of a declaration, susceptible of

proof, provided with good arguments, precise, and

reasonable,

6. Brief in words, rich in contents, unambiguous,
free from confusion, devoid of improper arguments,
and capable of meeting opposite arguments ;

7. When a plaint of this description has been

proffered by the plaintiff, the defendant should tender

an answer conformable to such plaint.

3. Viram. p. 59.

4. Viram. p. 60.
' When Brahmans and others have entered the

judicial assembly simultaneously, the four parts of a judicial proceed-

ing should be instituted in the order of their castes, the Brahman's

cause being tried first of all by the king, then the Kshatriya's, and

so on, in the order (of their castes). If the comparative importance
or heaviness of the respective grievances of each party differs, the

order in which the causes are tried is not made to depend either on

the relative priority of each declaration, or on the respective caste

of the parties. If they are all of equal caste, the relative priority of

the declarations is taken into account. If the declarations have

been simultaneous, and if the litigants are equal in caste, and their

grievances are also equal, the order is made to depend on the choice

of the judge and of the assessors of the court.' Viram.

5-7. Raghunandana, p. 12.
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8. The above and other qualities (of a plaint)

having been duly considered, a plaint (containing

them) may be regarded as a proper plaint ;
one not

answering this description is a mere semblance of a

plaint.

9. That (plaint) which (mentions an act that) has

never been done by anybody is called impossible ;

one referring to a slight offence, or to a trifling sum,

is called unmeaning ;
one in which neither a demand

nor a grievance is referred to, should be known to

be purposeless.
10. (Or) that plaint is unmeaning which does not

concern one of the (fourteen) titles of law relating to

the lending of money at interest and so forth
;
and

that plaint is purposeless which does not concern

one of the (four) titles of law relating to insult and

so forth.

11. (When a claimant declares): This man is

bound to give me a bow made of the horn of a hare,

the wise declare such a plaint to be unreasonable

and unsusceptible of proof.

12. When the interests of a town or kingdom are

violated by bringing a certain plaint before a chief

judge or before the king, it is termed a plaint con-

trary (to equity).

1 3. When a man, (whether) acting as plaintiff (or

as defendant), is forsaken by his strength on being
about to make a statement in a suit, it is proper

8. Smriiik. evamadi guwin samyag Slokya ka. suni^^itam i pak-
sha^ krz'ta^ samadeya^ pakshabhasas tv ato^^nyatha II

9. Viram. p. 66.

10. Viram. p. 67. Regarding the titles of law, see BnTiaspati,

n, 5-9.

ii, 12. Viram. p. 67. 13. RaghunanJana, p. 11.

U 2
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that a delay should be granted to him, according to

circumstances and according to his ability.

14. Let him remove superfluous statements and

amplify incomplete ones, and let him write down

(everything) on the floor, till the (whole) matter has

been definitely stated.

15. The plaintiff is at liberty to alter his declara-

tion, when it is defective or redundant, till the

defendant has tendered his answer in the presence
of the judges.

16. When the plaintiff through timorousness does

not dare to speak, it devolves on the judges to

amend his declaration, according to the circumstances

of the case.

17. A charge founded on suspicion, (one founded

on) fact, a petition regarding the recovery of a debt,

and claiming a fresh trial of a cause previously tried :

thus a plaint is represented as fourfold.

1 8. The plaint is fourfold, and so is the answer
;

the judgment is declared to be of four kinds also
;

by some it is represented as being of eight sorts.

19. Suspicion is explained to mean doubt; fact is

(said to be) an insight into the real nature of a

matter
;
a petition regarding the recovery of a debt

is (plea of) error
;
a fresh trial is the repetition of a

previous trial.

IV. The Answer.

I. When the plaint has been well defined, a clear

exposition given of what Is claimed and what not,

and the meaning of the plaint fully established, (the

14. Viram. p. 70. 15. Raghunandana, p. 1 4.

16-19. Viram. p. 71. IV, i. Viram. p. 72.
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judge) shall then cause the answer to be written (by

the defendant).

2. If the defendant does not make an answer

fully meeting the contents of the plaint, he shall be

compelled to pay by gentle remonstrances, and the

other (two) methods (to be indicated directly).

3. Kindly speeches are gentle remonstrances
;

intimidation is pointing out dangers ;
force consists

of depriving one of his property, or striking, or

binding him.

4. When a man makes no answer, though both

(mild and harsh methods) have been adopted against

him, he is defeated, and Hable to punishment after

the lapse of a week.

5. When the defendant asks for a delay through

(natural) timidity, or terror, or because his memory
has been deranged, the delay shall be granted to

him.

6. He should be allowed (a delay extending to)

one day, or three days, or five days, or seven days,

or a fortnight, or a month, or three seasons (equalling

six months), or a year, according to his ability.

7. The insane and intoxicated, those abandoned

by their relatives or friends, those charged with a

heavy crime, idiots, persons cast off from society,

and infants, should be considered unable to deliver

an answer.

8. One should not cause to be written an answer

2-4. Viram. p. 74. 5, 6. Viram. p. 138.

7. Tod> unmattamattanirdhCita mahapatakadfishita^ I ^a^pa-
viddhabalaj kz. vi^weyas te niruttara^ 11 Such persons should appoint

an agent to deUver the answer in their place. Tod,

8. Smrz'ti^. prastutanya^? ^a madhyasthaw nyfinadhikam asawz-

gatam i avyapyasaraw? sawdigdhaw pratipaksha/« na lekhayet 11
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which wanders from the subject, or which is not to

the point, too confined or too extensive, or not in

conformity with the plaint, or not thorough enough,
or absurd, or ambiguous.

9. If (the defendant) confesses, he shall state his

confession ; in the case of a denial, he shall cause

(his denial) to be written
;
and so (should he record)

his special plea in an answer by special plea, and his

previous victory in an answer by previous victory.

10. A denial called forth by fear (of punishment)
is contemptible in the eyes of men familiar with law;

a true confession is declared to be meritorious.

11. In a plea by victory in a former trial, a true

statement is praised by the virtuous
;
a false one is

sinful and causes the defeat of the defendant.

V. The Trial.

1. When litigants are quarrelling in a court of

justice, the judges, after examining the answer, shall

adjudge the burden of proof to either of the two

parties.

2. The judges having heard both the plaint and

the answer, and determined to which party the

burden of proof shall be adjudged, that person shall

substantiate the whole of his declaration by docu-

ments or other proofs.

3. The plaintiff shall prove his declaration, and

9-1 1. Tod, tathye tathya;/^ prayu%ita mithyaya/^z /^api lekhayet i

kara«a;« karawopete prag^aye tu g2.y2iVi tatha II bhayadr/sh/odbhava

mithya garhita j-astravedibhi;^ | satya sawpratipattis tu dharmya sa

parikirtita || prafinyayakara^ze tathyaw jlaghya;?? sadbhir udahn'tam I

viparitam adharmyaw syat pratyarthi hanim apnuyat li

V, 1-3. Viram. pp. 92, 93.
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the defendant his special plea ; victory in a previous
trial shall be proved by a document recording that

victory.

4. When people try to excite fear, or to cause

dissension, or terror (among the judges or witnesses),

or to throw (other) obstacles in their way, such liti-

gants lose their suit.

5. One who absconds after receiving the summons;
one who remains silent

;
one convicted (of a crime)

by the (depositions of) witnesses
;

and one who
admits the correctness of the charge : such are the

four losers of their suit.

6. One who absconds loses the suit after three

fortnights ;
one who remains silent, after a week

;

and one convicted by the witnesses, or confessing
his crime, all at once.

7. He who announces witnesses and does not

produce them afterwards, within thirty days or three

fortnights, suffers defeat in consequence.
8. When a person has promised to appear at a

trial or for the performance of an ordeal, and does

not make his appearance, it must not be viewed as

fraud.

9. If an obstacle caused by fate or the king should

intervene during that time, he does not lose his

cause through the mere non-observance of the fixed

period.

10. Those (litigants) who make a private arrange-
ment with one another, when the plaint and the

4. Viram. p. 99.

5. Virapi. p. 102. 6, 7. Viram. p. 102.

8. Vtram. p. 103. I read kn'tvopasthanani^/^ayam I with

Smr/ti>^andrika.

•9. Viram. p. 103. 10. Viram. p. 103.
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•

answer have been delivered, and the judgment Is

about to be given, shall be compelled to pay twice

the amount (in dispute) as a fine.

11. When the plaint and the answer have been

reduced to writing, and the trial has commenced, the

two parties may be welded together like two pieces

of red-hot iron.

12. While both parties are in suspense there

regarding the (approaching declarations of the) wit-

nesses and judges, those litigants are clever who

arrive at a mutual understanding while the uncer-

tainty lasts.

1 3. When the evidence is equally strong on both

sides, and law and custom divided, in such a case a

mutual reconciliation between the two parties through

royal order is recommended.

14. Gain of religious merit and wealth, and re-

nown accrues to the ruler from an equitable decision ;

the witnesses and assessors are exempt from censure,

and enmity ceases,

15. When an unfavourable or a favourable decree,

punishment or praise, renown or infamy has been

obtained
;
whereas (continued) strife among men

leads to sin.

16. Therefore should an Intelligent (prince) enact

that which has been propounded by dutiful and

equitable associations, corporations, and chief judges,

(In an Impartial spirit) devoid of malice and avarice.

11-16. Viram. p. 104. Read dvayo>^ saMaptayo-^ in 11, with

Smrz'ti-^andrika.

12. The translation follows the gloss of the Kalpataru,as quoted
in the Viramitrodaya. The Ratnakara (ibid.) translates the first

half as follows :

' When the witnesses and judges are at variance

with one another.*
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17. Evidence is declared to be twofold, human
and divine. Each of these is again divided into a

number of branches by sages declaring the essence

of things.

18. Human evidence is threefold, as it consists of

witnesses, writings, and inference. Witnesses are of

twelve sorts
; writings are declared to be tenfold

;

inference is twofold
;
divine test is ninefold.

19. In the case of an answer of the first or third

kinds, divine and human proof should be employed ;

but in the case of an answer of the fourth kind, an

attested document recording the success of either

party should be produced.
20. In the cases of a plea of former judgment and

of a special plea, the defendant shall prove the con-

tents of his answer
;
but in the case of a denial, the

plaintiff shall prove the contents of the plaint.

VI. The Judgment.

1. He is said to have gained his cause in this

world who has proved his claim, and has been

honourably dismissed by the chief judge and the

other judges, and received a document recording his

victory.

2. Punishment corresponding to the nature of the

offence shall be ordained there (in the decree).

17, 18. Viram. p. no.
1 9. Smn'ti^. prathame va tr/tiye va prama;ia;« daivamanusham i

uttare sysik ^aturthe tu sasakshi ^ayapattrakam 11 An answer of the

first kind is a denial
;
an answer of the third kind is a confession ;

an answer of the fourth kind is a plea of former judgment.
20. Smrni^. prannyaye pratyavaskande pratyarthi sadhayet

svakam I uttararthaw prati^wartham arthi mithyottare puna^ 11

Vl, I. Raghunandana, p. 60. 2. Vtram. p. 124.
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3. Whatever has been transacted in a suit, the

plaint, answer, and so forth, as well as the gist of the

trial, should be noted completely in the document

recording the success (of the claimant or defendant).

4. When the king gives the victorious party a

document recording the plaint, answer, and trial, and

closing with the sentence, it is called a document re-

cording the success (of either party).

5. When a man does not feel satisfied with a

decision passed by meetings of kindred or other

(resorts for the redress of wrongs), the king should

revise the decision declared by them, and institute a

fresh trial, if it should prove unjust.

6. After having considered the matter in common
with many Brahmans well versed in science, he

should punish the wicked men, who were acting as

judges in the former trial, together with the victorious

party.

7. One appointed by his master to look after his

expenses and to superintend (transactions regarding)

tillage, loans, and trade, is called a manager.
8. Whatever has been transacted by him is valid,

whether relating to receipt, non-receipt, expenses or

income, and whether it may have been transacted at

home or abroad. The master must not annul such

transactions as these.

3, 4. Raghunandana, p. 60. I read purvottarakriyayuktaw in 4..

5, 6. Viram. p. 123.

Y, 8. Viram. p. 127. Read in 7, kr/shikusidava^/i^ye. These

two texts relate to the subject of valid and invalid transactions, which

is generally discussed along with the rules ofjudicial procedure, and

with the onus probandi and judgment in particular. They

might also have been inserted in the chapter on Master and

Servant.
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VII. Witnesses.

1. A subscribing witness, one caused to be written,

a secret witness, one who has been reminded, a

member of the family, a messenger, a spontaneous

witness, an indirect witness, a stranger who has acci-

dentally witnessed the deed,

2. The king, a chief judge, and the (people of the)

village : thus have the twelve kinds of witnesses been

declared. I am going to declare precisely in order

their respective characteristics.

3. He is called a subscribing witness who enters

in a deed his own as well as his father's caste, name,

and so forth, and his place of residence.

4. He is termed one caused to be written, who

has been distinctly entered in the deed, together with

the details of the agreement, by the plaintiff when

writing a contract of loan or another (contract).

5. He is called a secret witness who is made to

listen to the speeches of the debtor, standing con-

cealed behind a wall, (and relates them) just as they

were spoken, (when the debtor tries to deny them.)

6. He is called one reminded who, after having
been appointed and invited to be present at a trans-

action concerning a loan, deposit, purchase, or the

like, is repeatedly reminded of it.

7. He is designed as a family witness who is

appointed by both parties to witness a deed of par-

tition, gift, or sale, being connected and on good

VII, I, 2a. May. p. 23. 2b-i5. Viram. pp. 144, 145.

3. I read ^atinamadi, with Smmi^andrika.

6'. I read krayadike, with SmMi^andrika.
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terms with both parties, and acquainted with (the

rules of) duty.

8. He is denominated a messenger who is a re-

spectable man, esteemed and appointed by both

parties, and has come near to listen to the speeches
of the plaintiff and defendant.

9. He is a spontaneous witness who declares that

he has witnessed the transaction, after having ap-

proached the court of his own accord, while a cause

is being heard.

10. That witness who communicates what he has

heard to another man, at a time when he is about to

go abroad, or lying on his deathbed, should be con-

sidered as an indirect witness.

11. He also is called an indirect witness who re-

peats, from his own hearing or from hearsay, the

previous statements of actual witnesses.

12. He is called a secret witness to whom an affair

has been entrusted or communicated by both parties,

or who happens to witness the transaction.

13. The king in person having heard the speeches
of plaintiff and defendant, may act as witness if both

should quarrel with one another.

14. If after the decision of a suit a fresh trial

should take place, the chief judge, together with the

assessors, may act as a witness there, but not in any
other case.

15. The (people of the) village may no doubt give

testimony, even without a special appointment, as to

what has been anywhere spoiled or damaged in the

boundary line.

II. The reading bhashatam in the Viramitrodaya is a misprint

for bhashate.
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16. There should be nine, seven, five, four, or

three witnesses; or two only, if they are learned

Brahmans, are proper (to be examined) ;
but let him

never examine a single witness.

17. Of subscribing and secret witnesses, there

should be two (of each sort) ;
of spontaneous, re-

minded, family witnesses, and indirect witnesses, there

should be three, four, or five (of each sort).

1 8. A single witness even may furnish valid proof,

if he is a messenger, an accountant, one who has

accidentally witnessed the transaction, or a king, or

chief judge.

19. (A witness) should be exhorted by judges

acquainted with law, by speeches extolling veracity

and denouncing falsehood.

20. Whatever religious merit has been acquired

by thee from the time of thy birth to the time of

thy death, all that will be lost by thy telling a false-

hood.

21. An Iniquitous judge, a false witness, and the

slayer of a Brahman are pronounced to be criminal

in an equal degree ;
nor is a killer of an embryo or

a destroyer of wealth considered as a greater sinner

than they are.

22. Knowing this, a witness should give evidence

according to truth.

16-18. May. p. 23. The 'accountant' is a species of 'messen-

ger.' Viramitrodaya. Regarding the
'

witness who has accidentally

witnessed the transaction,' see VII, 12.

19-22. Tod. satyapraja;7zsavaX'anair anr/tasyapavadanai^ I sabh-

yaiA sa bodhaniyas tu dharmajastrapravedibhi^ II a ^anmata^ /*a

marawat sukr/taw yadupar^tam 1 tat sarvaw na^am ayati anr/tasya-

bhijawsanat II kii/asabhya^ kO/asakshi brahmaha X'a sama// smr/ta// 1

bhriiwaha vittaha ^aishawz nadhika^ samudahr/taA II evaw viditvd tat

sakshi yathabhfitaw vadet tata^ li
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23. After putting off his shoes and his turban, he

should stretch out his right hand, and declare the

truth, after taking in his hands gold, cow-dung, or

blades of sacred grass.

24. When witnesses summoned (in a suit) are

faulty, the opponent may expose them. But a liti-

gant trying to cast a blemish on faultless witnesses

is liable to pay a fine to the same amount (as the

property in dispute).

25. Whatever faults there may be in a document

or in witnesses, they should be exposed at the time

of the trial
;
those cannot be used as valid objections

which are declared afterwards.

26. He whose documents or witnesses are objected
to in a suit, cannot gain his cause till he has removed

the objections raised against it.

27. I will now state, according to the rules of

science, which men may be appointed as witnesses,

and which others should be avoided as being low

wretches.

28. Those may be witnesses who are in the habit

of performing religious ceremonies taught in the

Vedas and Smr/tis, free from covetousness and

malice, of respectable parentage, irreproachable, and

zealous in performing austerities, practising liberality,

and exhibiting sympathy (with all living creatures).

29. The mother's father, the father s brother, the

23. Viram. p. 172.

24. May. p. 25. I read arthi, for arthe, with Viram.

25. May. p. 26. 26. May. p. 27.

27. Smr/ti/^. prash/avya^ sakshiwo ye tu var^ya^ /^aiva nara-

dhama/^ I tan aham kathayishyami sa/«prata/« j-astra^oditan il

jrautasmartakriyayukta lobhadveshavivar^ita// I kulma>^ sakshi/zo

^nindyas tapodanadayanvita^ li

29. May. p. 25.
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wife's brother and maternal uncle, a brother, a friend,

and a son-in-law are inadmissible witnesses in all

disputes.

30. Persons addicted to adultery or to drinking,

gamblers, those who calumniate everybody, the in-

sane, the suffering, violent persons, and unbelievers

cannot act as witnesses.

31. If a witness being summoned does not make
his appearance, without being ill, he should be made

to pay the debt and a fine, after the lapse of three

fortnights.

32. Where the contents of the plaint have been

fully corroborated by the witnesses, it is (valid) testi-

mony; in every other case (the plaintiff) will not

succeed with his claim.

^2>' When nothing less (than what has been de-

clared in the plaint) is stated with regard to place,

time, age, caste, number, matter, and quantity, the

cause should be considered to have been proved.

34. Let him preserve, even by telling a lie, a

Brahman who has once sinned through error and is

in peril of his life and oppressed by rogues or other

(enemies).

35. In a conflict between witnesses, (the testimony

of) the majority should be received; when the

number is equal (on both sides, the testimony of)

30. Viram. p. 160.

31. Smritik. ahfito yas tu nagay('>^i^et saksht rogavivar^itaA I nn2im

dama/« ka, dapya>^ syat tripakshat paratas tu sa^ 11

32. SmnWk. yatrajesha^ prati^/lartha^ sakshibhiA prativar«ita^ I

sakshya/?? syad anyatha tu taw sadhyartha»? na samdpnuyat ||

33. May. p. 29.

34. Smr/ti^. sakr/t pramadaparadhivipraw vyapadi pi^itam i ja/a-

dibhir vadhyamanaw rakshed uktvanr/tany api U

35. Tod. sakshidvaidhe prabh{itas tu grahya^ samye guwadhika^ \

guwidvaidhe kriyayuktas tatsdmye smntimattara^ II
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the more virtuous ones
;
when the virtuous (wit-

nesses) are divided, (the testimony of) those specially

eminent for the performance of acts of religion ;

when they are divided, (the testimony of) those

endowed with a superior memory.

VIII. Documents.

1. The rule regarding the number of witnesses

and their respective characteristics has been thus

communicated to you ;
now I will state In order the

laws regarding documents.

2. Within a sixmonth's time even, doubts will

arise among men (regarding a transaction). There-

fore the letters occurring in a writing were invented

of yore by the Creator.

3. Writings are declared to be of three kinds,

those written by the king, those written in a particular

place, and those written (by a person) with his own
hand. Their subdivisions again are numerous.

4. Writings proceeding from (ordinary) people are

sevenfold, (viz.) a deed of partition, of gift, of pur-

chase, of mortgage, of agreement, of bondage, of

debt, and other (such deeds). The king's edicts are

of three sorts.

VIII, I. Viram.p. 188.

2. Viram. p. 188. Hiouen-Thsang (I, 71), the celebrated Chinese

pilgrim, reports the Indian tradition that letters were invented by
the deity Fan (Brahman). See Fiihrer, Lehre von den Schriften in

BrzTiaspati's Dharmaj-astra, p. 27; Narada I, 5, 70 (above, p. 58).

3. May. p. 16. The term 'written in a particular place' seems

to relate to documents written by a professional scribe and attested

by subscribing witnesses. See Narada I, 10, 135 (above, p. 75).

4. May. p. 17. The term adi, 'and other (such deeds),' is ex-

plained to denote deeds of purification, or of reconciliation, or

regarding a boundary, or the rules of a corporation.
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5. Where brothers being divided in interests

according to their own wish, make a deed of

division among themselves, it is called a partition-

deed.

6. When a person having made a grant of landed

property, records it in a deed as being endurable as

long as the moon and sun are in existence, and

which must never be cut down or taken away, it is

termed a deed of gift.

7. When a person having purchased a house,

field or other (property), causes a document to be

executed containing an exact statement of the proper

price paid for it, it is called a deed of purchase.
8. When a person having pledged movable or

immovable property, executes a deed stating whether

(the property pledged) is to be preserved, or used, it

is termed a mortgage-deed.

9. When (the people of) a village or province
execute a deed of mutual agreement, (the purpose

of) which is not opposed to the interests of the king,

and in accordance with sacred law, it is designed as

a deed of agreement.
10. That document which a person destitute of

clothes and food executes in a wilderness stating, 'I

will do your work,' is termed a deed of bondage.
11. That contract of debt which a man having

borrowed money at interest executes himself or

causes to be written (by another), is called a bond

of debt by the wise.

12. Having given a tract of land or the like, the

5-1 1. May. p. 16.

12-18. Viram. p. 192. For specimens of royal grants precisely

corresponding to the rules laid down here, see e. g. Dr. Burnell's

Elements of South Indian Palaeography, pp.^^Sy foil.

[«3] X
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king should cause a formal grant to be executed on

a copper-plate or a piece of cloth, stating the place,

the ancestors (of the king), and other particulars,

13. And the names of (the king's) mother and

father, and of the king himself, (and containing the

statement that)
' This grant has been made by me

to-day to N. N., the son of N. N., who belongs to

the Vedic school N. N.

14. As being endurable while the moon and sun

last, and as descending by right of inheritance to the

son, grandson, and more remote descendants, and as

a gift which must never be cut down or taken away,
and is entirely exempt from diminution (by the allot-

ment of shares to the king's attendants, and so

forth),

15. Conveying paradise on the giver and pre-

server, and hell on the taker, for a period of sixty

thousand years, as the recompense for giving and

taking (the land).'

16. (Thus the king should declare in the grant),

the Secretaries for peace and war signing the grant
with the remark,

'

I know this.'

17. (The grant) should be provided with (the

king's) own seal, and with a precise statement of the

year, month and so forth, of the value (of the dona-

tion), and of the magistrate. Such a document issued

by the king is called a royal edict.

18. When the king, satisfied with the faithful

services, valour or other (laudable qualities) of a

person, bestows landed or other property on him, it

13. All commentators explain that the name of the particular Veda,
such as e. g. the Rig-veda, or the KaMa branch of the Ya^ur-veda,
should be given which the donee is studying.
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is (called) a writing containing a mark of royal

favour.

1 9. That which establishes a claim, recording the

four parts of a judicial proceeding and bearing the

royal seal, is termed a document of success (or

decree).

20. Clever forgers acquainted with place and time

will make a writing similar (to the original document).
Such (writings) should be examined with great care.

21. Women, infants, the suffering, and persons

unacquainted with the art of writing, are deceived

by their own relations fabricating documents signed
with their names. Such (forgery) may be found out

by means of internal evidence and legitimate titles.

22. A document executed by a madman, an idiot,

an infant, one who has absconded through fear of

the king, a bashful person, or one tormented by fear,

is not invalidated (by an impossibility to produce
its author).

23. (But, as a rule) a document executed by a

dying person, an enemy, one oppressed with fear, a

suffering person, a woman, one intoxicated, distressed

by a calamity, at night, by fraud, or by force, does

not hold good.

24. Where even a single witness entered in a

deed is infamous and reproached (by the public voice),

or where its writer is held in such estimation, it is

called a false document.

19. Smrz'ti^., quoted by Burnell, Elements of South Indian

Palaeography, p. 100.

eo, 21. Viram. p. 197.

22. Viram. p. 198. The translation follows the gloss in the

Viramitrodaya.

23, 24. May. p. 20.

X 2
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25. A writing being spoiled by fire, or executed a

long time ago, or soiled with dirt, or intended for a

very short period only, or containing (a number of)

mutilated or effaced syllables, is reckoned as a false

document.

26. Let a man show (a document) on every occa-

sion to (meetings of) families, associations (of traders),

assemblies (of cohabitants), and other (bodies of per-

sons), and read it out to them, and remind them of

it, in order to establish its validity.

2"]. The acquirer (of landed or other property)

should establish the written title (under which he is

holding it) ;
his son should establish the fact of pos-

session only. If (the father) has been impeached in

a court of justice, the son also should be required
to prove the written title.

28. When a loan (recorded in a bond) is not ex-

pressly claimed from a debtor who has means enough

(to discharge it)
and is at hand, the bond loses its

validity, as the debt is presumed to have been paid

(in that case).

29. A writing which has neither been seen nor

read out for thirty years, should not be recognised
as valid, even though the (subscribing) witnesses be

living.

30. When a man does not produce the bond and

omits to ask his debtor (to restore the loan), after

25. Apararka and Smmi>^., quoted by Fiihrer, No. 29.

26. Viram. p. 200. 27. Viram. p. 199.

28-30. Apararka, quoted by Fiihrer, loc. cit., Nos. 33-35 ;

SmntU'.
(' Katyayana ') ;

Tod. In 28, 1 read j-uddharwasafikaya, for

J•uddha;7^ naj-afikaya, with Tb^arananda.

30. The interest on a loan, according to the Indian Law of

Debt, ceases on its becoming equal to the principal.
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his loan has ceased to yield interest, the bond becomes

suspected.

31. A document is certainly not overruled either

by witnesses or by an oath (or ordeal), but its va-

lidity is diminished by neglect, if it is neither shown

nor read.

IX. Possession.

1. This set of rules regarding witnesses and docu-

ments has been propounded. The law concerning
the acquisition of immovable property and posses-

sion will be proclaimed next.

2. Immovable property may be acquired in seven

different ways, viz. by learning, by purchase, by

mortgaging, by valour, with a wife (as her dowry),

by inheritance (from an ancestor), and by succession

to the property of a kinsman who has no issue.

3. In the case of property acquired by one of these

seven methods, viz. inheritance from a father (or

other ancestor), acquisition (in the shape of a dowry),

purchase, hypothecation, succession, valour, or learned

knowledge, possession coupled with a legitimate title

constitutes proprietary right.

4. That possession which is hereditary, or founded

on a royal order, or coupled with purchase, hypothe-
cation or a legitimate title : possession of this kind

constitutes proprietary right.

31. Smrni^. and Apararka, quoted by Fiihrer, No. 38.

IX, 1-7. Viram. pp. 203, 204.

I . The Viramitrodaya argues that, although immovable property

is principally referred to, the same law applies a fortiori to

rhovable property.
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5. Immovable property obtained by a division (of

the estate among co-heirs), or by purchase, or in-

herited from a father (or other ancestor), or presented

by the king, is acknowledged as one's lawful pro-

perty ;
It is lost by forbearance In the case of adverse

possession.

6. He who is holding possession (of an estate)

after having merely taken It, occupying it without

meeting with resistance, becomes its legitimate owner

thus
;
and it is lost (to the owner) by such forbear-

ance.

7. He whose possession has been continuous from

the time of occupation, and has never been inter-

rupted for a period of thirty years, cannot be deprived
of such property.

8. That property which is publicly given by co-

heirs or others to a stranger who is enjoying it,

cannot be recovered afterwards by him (who is its

legitimate owner).

9. He who does not raise a protest when a

stranger is giving away (his) landed property in his

sight, cannot again recover that estate, even though
he be possessed of a written title to it.

10. Possession held by three generations produces

ownership for strangers, no doubt, when they are

related to one another in the degree of a Sapi;^^a ;

it does not stand good in the case of Sakulyas.
1 1 . A house, field, commodity or other property

having been held by another person than the owner,

5, 6. Col. Dig. V, 6, 384. 8, 9. Viram. p. 209.

10-12. Col. Dig. V, 7, 396.

10-14. Viram. p. 221. Sapiw^aship in this rule includes four

generations; the term Sakulya is used to denote more remote

relations.
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is not lost (to the owner) by mere force of posses-

sion, if the possessor stands to him in the relation

of a friend, relative, or kinsman.

12. Such wealth as is possessed by a son-in-law, a

learned Brahman, or by the king or his ministers,

does not become legitimate property for them after

the lapse of a very long period even.

13. Forcible means must not be resorted to by
the present occupant or his son, in maintaining

possession of the property of an infant, or of a

learned Brahman, or of that which has been legiti-

mately inherited from a father,

14. Nor (in maintaining possession) of cattle, a

woman, a slave, or other (property). This is a

legal rule.

15. If a doubt should arise in regard to a house

or field, of which its occupant has not held possession

uninterruptedly, he should undertake to prove (his

enjoyment of it) by means of documents, (the de-

positions of) persons knowing him as possessor,

and witnesses.

16. Those are witnesses in a contest of this kind

who know the name, the boundary, the title (of

acquisition), the quantity, the time, the quarter of

the sky, and the reason why possession has been

interrupted.

17. By such means should a question regarding

occupation and possession be decided in a contest

concerning landed property ; but in a cause in which

15-17. Viram. p. 222.

16. Read namagha/agamaw. 'The title,' the cause of owner-

ship, such as gift.
* The quantity,' of land. * The quarter of the

sky,' a description of the region in which a certain estate is situated.

• The time,' at which the estate was acquired. Tba^arananda.
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no (human) evidence is forthcoming, divine test

should be resorted to.

1 8. When a village, field, or garden is referred to

in one and the same grant, they are (considered to

be) possessed of all of them, though possession be

held of part of them only. (On the other hand) that

title has no force which is not accompanied by a

slight measure of possession even.

19. Not to possess landed property, not to show

a document in the proper time, and not to remind

witnesses (of their deposition) : this is the way to lose

one's property.

20. Therefore evidence should be preserved care-

fully ;
if this be done, lawsuits whether relating to

immovable or to movable property are sure to

succeed.

21. Female slaves can never be acquired by pos-

session, without a written title; nor (does posses-

sion create ownership) in the case of property be-

longing to a king, or to a learned Brahman, or to an

idiot, or infant.

22. It is not by mere force of possession that land

becomes a man's property ;
a legitimate title also

having been proved, it is converted into property by
both (possession and title), but not otherwise.

18. Viram. pp. 221, 222; Col. Dig. V, 6, 383.

19, 20. Tod. bhumer abhuktir lekhyasya yathakalam adarjanam |

asmarawaw sdkshi«a/;z ^a svarthahanikara/zi ^a II tasmad yatnena

kartavjaw pramawaparipalanam 1 tena karyawi sidhyanti sthavarawi

toawi /^a II

21. Smrdi/^. na slriwam upabhoga^ syad vina lekhya^z kalha;7z-

^ana I ra^ajrotriyavitte ^a ^a^abaladhane tatha II

22. Smn'ti/^. bhuktikevalaya naiva bhumi^ siddhim avapnuyat I

agamenapi ^uddhena dvabhya;;? sidhyati nanyatha II
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23. Should even the father, grandfather, and great-

grandfather of a man be alive, land having been

possessed by him for thirty years, without interven-

tion of strangers,

24. It should,be considered as possession extend-

ing over one generation ; possession continued for

twice that period (is called possession) extending

over two generations ; possession continued for three

times that period (is called possession) extending

over three generations. (Possession continued) longer

than that even, is (called) possession of long standing.

25. When the present occupant is impeached, a

document or witness is (considered as) decisive.

When he is no longer in existence, possession alone

is decisive for his sons.

26. When possession extending over three genera-

tions has descended to the fourth generation, it

becomes legitimate possession, and a title must

never be inquired for.

27. When possession undisturbed (by others) has

been held by three generations (in succession), it is

not necessary to produce a title
; possession is deci-

sive in that case.

28. In suits regarding immovable property, (pos-

23,24. Smmi^. pita pitamaho yasya ^ivey(' ^a prapitamaha^ I

triwj-at sama ya tu bhukta bhfimir avyahata parai^ II bhukti^ sa

paurushi gneys. dviguwd ^a dvipaurushi I tripaumshi ^a triguwa

parata/^ syai ^irantani II

25. Smr/ti/-. yatrahartabhiyukta^ syal lekhya^z sakshi tada guru^ \

tadabhave tu putrawaw bhuktir eka gariyasi II

26. Smmi^. bhuktis tripurushi ya ka, ^aturthe sampravartita I

tad bhogasthirataw yati na pr/H^ed agamaw kva^it II

27. Smrzti^. anishedhena yad bhuktaw purushais tribhir eva tu I

tatra naivagama^ karyo bhukiis tatra gariyasi II

28. Smr/ti^. sthavareshu vivadeshu kramat tripurushi ^ ya I

svatantraiva hi sa gney^ pramd«az« sadhyanimaye II
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session) held by three generations in succession,

should be considered as valid, and makes evidence

in the decision of a cause.

29. He whose possession has passed through
three lives, and is duly substantiated by a written

title, cannot be deprived of it
;
such possession is

equal to the gift of the Veda.

30. He whose possession has passed through three

lives and has been inherited from his ancestors,

cannot be deprived of it, unless a previous grant
should be in existence (in which the same property
has been granted to a different person by the king).

31. That possession is valid in law which is unin-

terrupted and of long standing ; interrupted posses-

sion even is (recognised as valid), if it has been

substantiated by an ancestor.

32. A witness prevails over inference; a writing

prevails over witnesses
;

undisturbed possession
which has passed through three lives prevails over

both.

33. When an event (forming the subject of a

plaint) has occurred long ago, and no witnesses are

forthcoming, he should examine indirect witnesses,

or he should administer oaths, or should try artifice.

29. Smrz"ti^. yasya tripurusha bhukti-^ samyag lekhyasamanvita I

evaz?^vidha brahmadeya hartuw tasya na jakyate II The '

gift of the

Veda,' i. e. instruction is mentioned as an instance of an inalienable

gift.

30. Smn'tiy^. yasya tripurusha bhukti^ parawparyakramagata I na

sa k2,\iiyiium sakya purvaka;^ i^^asanad n'te W

31. Smri'tik. bhuktir balavati j-astre^py avi/^/^>^inna ^irantanl |

viMMnnapi hi sa gneya. ya tu piirvaprasadhita ||

'
If it has been

substantiated by an ancestor,' i. e. if a previous possessor has

adduced a legitimate title.

32. Raghunandana, p. 49. 33. Viram. p. 223.
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X. Ordeals.

1. A forger of gems, pearl, or coral, one with-

holding a deposit, a ruffian, and an adulterer, shall

be tested by oaths or ordeals in every case.

2. In charges relating to a heavy crime or to the

appropriation of a deposit, the king should try the

cause by ordeals, even though there be witnesses.

3. When a thing has happened long ago or in

secret, or when the witnesses have disappeared long

ago, or are perjured all of them, the trial should be

conducted by having recourse to an ordeal.

4. The balance, fire, water, poison, and, fifthly,

sacred libation ; sixthly, grains of rice
; seventhly, a

hot piece of gold, are declared (to be ordeals).

5. The ploughshare is mentioned as the eighth

kind, the ordeal by Dharma (and Adharma) as the

ninth. All these ordeals have been ordained by the

Self-existent (Brahman).
6. Truth, a vehicle, weapons, cows, seeds, and

gold, venerable gods or Brahmans, the heads of sons

or wives :

7. By these have oaths been ordained, which are

easy to perform and proper for trifling occasions.

8. When a quarrel between two litigants has

arisen regarding a debt or other charge, that ordeal

X, 1-3. Viram. p. 114.

4. M. Macn. X, i, 2 (uncertain); Viram. p. 225.

5. Viram. p. 225. For a description of the ordeal by Dharma
and Adharma, see the laws of Pitamaha.

6. 7. Viram. p. 226. See Manu VIII, 114; Narada I, 19, 248

(above, p. 100).

8. Tod, n'«adishu tu karyeshu visawvade parasparam I divyaw

sawkhyanvitaw deyaw purushapekshay^ tatha II
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must be administered which corresponds to the

amount (of the sum in dispute) and to the (character
or strength of the) individual (to be examined).

9. (The ordeal by) poison should be administered

when (property worth) a thousand (Pa/^as) has been

stolen
; (the ordeal by) fire, when a quarter less than

that (or 750, has been stolen).

10. When the charge concerns four hundred, the

hot piece of gold should be administered. (When
it concerns) three hundred, the grains of rice should

be given ;
and the sacred libation, (when it concerns)

half of that.

11. When a hundred has been stolen or falsely

denied, purgation by Dharma should be administered.

Thieves of cows should be subjected by preference

to the (ordeal by the) ploughshare by the judges.
12. These figures are applicable in the case of

low persons ;
for persons of a middling kind, double

is ordained
;
and for persons of the highest rank,

the amount has to be fixed four times as high by

persons entrusted with judicial affairs.

13. The quantities (of various coins or weights),

beginning with a floating particle of dust and ending
with a Karshapa/m, have been declared by Manu.

They are applicable both to ordeals and to fines.

14. A Nishka is four Suvar/^as. A Pa/^a of

9-12. Vtram. p. 230. I read, with Smn'iik., ^atu^satabhiyoge in

10, and sabhyai^ ph^hm prayatnata^ in 11.

11. Dharma, 'test of right and wrong,' is the ordeal which con-

sists of drawing lots or slips of white and black paper.

12. 'Eminent persons,' through their birth, qualities, or virtue.

The same interpretation applies to the two other terms. Viram.

13. Viram. p. 233. See Manu VIII, 1 31-138.

14. 15. Viram. p. 234. I read /^aw^ika for Hndrika in 11, with

Viramitrodaya.
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copper Is a Kdrshika (having the weight of one

Karsha). A coin made of a Karsha of copper has

to be known as a Kirshika Pa;^a.

15. It is also called an AWiki. Four such are

a Dhanaka. Twelve of the latter are a Suvar«a.

That is also called a Dinara (denarius).
16. (The testimony of) witnesses is apt to become

invalid, whether it be through affection, anger, or

avarice. An ordeal properly administered never

loses its validity.

17. When a doubt arises with regard to a docu-

ment or oral evidence, and when ratiocination also

fails, purgation through ordeal (is the proper test).

18. Let an ordeal be administered according to

the established rule by persons acquainted with the

rule of ordeals. If it is administered against the rule,

it is ineffective as a means of proving what ought to

be proved.

19. If one who has been subjected to the ordeal

by balance goes down on being weighed (for the

second time), he shall be held guilty. If he remains

level, he shall be balanced once more. If he rises,

he gains his cause.

20. Should the scale break, or the balance, or

beam, or iron hooks split, or the strings burst, or the

transverse beam split, he would have to be declared

guilty.

15. Nearly identical with Narada, Appendix, 62 (p. 232).

16. Viram. p. 242.

17. SmriXik. likhite sakshivdde ka. sa^^deho yatra ^yate \ anu-

mane ^a sa;wbhrante tatra daivaw vijodhanam II

1 8. Tod. yathoktavidhina deya.m divya;// divyavixaradai^ I ayathok-

tapradattaw tu na satyaw sadhyasadhane 11

19; Viram. p. 253. 20. Vtram. p. 254.
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21. (In the ordeal by water) he should immerse

the individual in water and discharge three arrows.

2 2. He is acquitted (in the ordeal by poison) who
has digested poison, which has been given to him

according to rule, without the application of spells or

antidotes. Otherwise he should be punished and

compelled to pay the sum in dispute.

23. To whatsoever deity the accused happens to

be devoted, let (the judge) bathe the weapon of that

deity in water, and give him to drink three handfuls

of it.

24. He to whom no calamity happens, within a

week or a fortnight, (either to himself or) to his son,

wife or property, is innocent beyond doubt.

25. Let a man chew grains of rice after having

kept a fast and purified himself, at a time when the

sun is not visible. He is acquitted if what he spits

out is pure ;
but if it be mixed with blood, he must

be (held) guilty.

26. Let (the person) take a hot piece of gold out

of (a mixture of) well-heated oil and butter.

27. He whose fingers' ends do not tremble, and

who does not become blistered, is acquitted according
to law, as has been declared by Pitamaha.

28. Iron twelve Palas in weight should be formed

into what is called a ploughshare. It should be

eight Aiigulas long by four Angulas broad.

21. Viram. p. 271. 22. Viram. p. 276.

23. Viram. p. 280. 24. Viram. p. 281.

25. Viram. p. 282. The Tb^arananda attributes to Brzliaspati

another text identical with Narada I, 25, 342 (above, p. 119).

26. Viram. p. 283.

27. Viram. p. 284. The same text occurs in the Nepalese
Narada.

28. 29. Viram. p. 285. Some texts relating to this kind of
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29. (The ploughshare) having been made red-hot

in fire, a thief should be made to lick at it once

with his tongue. If he is not burnt, he obtains

acquittal. Otherwise he loses his cause.

30. (Images of) Dharma and Adharma, one black

and the other white, should be painted on two leaves.

Then they should be invoked with prayers producing
life or others, and with the Gdyatri or other Samans,

3 1 . And should be worshipped with perfumes and

with white and black flowers, sprinkled with the five

products of a cow, and enclosed in balls made of

earth afterwards.

32. After having been made equal in size, they
should be placed unobserved in a fresh jar. Then
the person should take one ball out of the vessel

at the bidding (of the judge).

2,2,.
If he takes out Dharma, he is acquitted, and

should be honoured by the (appointed) examiners.

XI. The Law of Debt.

I. A creditor should never lend money without

having first secured a pledge of adequate value, or a

ordeal are found in the Nepalese Narada as well, but they are very

incorrectly given in the MS. ' The judge, after having placed a

ploughshare of the size stated in the text into a fire kindled for

that purpose, should perform the whole general rite of ordeals,

beginning with the invocation addressed to Dharma and ending
with the fixing of a writing on the head of the person. Then, after

addressing the fire with the text previously quoted (of Pitamaha),
"
Thou, O Agni," &c., and after causing the person to address the

fire with the text previously quoted,
"
Thou, O Agni, (livest) in all

beings" (Ya^wavalkya II, 104), he should cause the person to lick

(at the ploughshare).' Viram., Smriiik.

30-33- Viram. p. 286. 'Prayers producing life,' such as e.g.

Rig-veda X, 57, i
;
Viram.

XI^ I. May. p. 102
;
Col. Dig. I, i, 1 1. The commentators agree
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deposit, or a trustworthy surety ;
nor without a

bond written (by the debtor himself) or attested (by

subscribing witnesses).

2. That (loan) is termed kusida (a loan on

interest) which is exacted by persons apprehending
no sin (from the act), from a mean (kutsita) or

wretched (sidat) man, after having been increased to

four or eight times the original amount (through the

interest accruing on
it).

3. An eightieth part (of the principal) accrues as

interest on it (every month) ;
and it is certainly

doubled by such interest within a third of a year less

than seven years (that is to say, within six years and

eight months).

4. Interest is declared (by some) to be of four

in explaining the term adhi,
' a pledge,' as denoting a pledge to be

used, such as e. g. a cow to be used with her milk, or landed pro-

perty pledged together with its produce. The term bandha, 'a

deposit,' is supposed to denote a pledge which must not be used
;

according to the Mayukha, however, it means a pledge which is

not actually delivered to the creditor, the debtor merely promising

not to alienate it. 'A pledge of adequate value' is one corres-

ponding in value to the principal together with the interest. Viram.

p. 293. The term sakshimat, 'attested,' is referred to a debt con-

tracted orally before witnesses, both by Colebrooke (Dig. I, i, 11)

and Mandlik (May. loc.
cit.). This, however, is opposed to the

gloss of the Viramitrodaya.

2. May. p. 102
;

Col. Dig. I, i, 3. It is hardly necessary to

point out that the etymology here proposed of the term kusida,
'

a

loan on interest,' is entirely fanciful. It is really derived from ku

and sida, and denotes '
that which adheres closely, and cannot easily

be got rid of.' The commentators explain the clause 'appre-

hending no sin
'

to imply that it is sinful otherwise to accept a gift

from an unworthy person.

3. Smr/ti/^.; Col. Dig. I, 2, 26. a^itibhago vardheta labhe dvigu-

«atam iyat \ prayuktaw saptabhir varshais tribhagonair na sa/«-

S2iy2^h W

4-8. Viram. pp. 294, 295; Col. Dig. I, 2, 35.
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sorts
; by others, it is stated to be fivefold

;
and by

others again, it is said to be of six kinds. Learn

their (various) quahties.

5. Kayika (bodily interest) ; kilika (periodical

interest) ;
/^akrav^/ddhi (compound interest) ;

kariti

(stipulated interest) ; sikh^vrzddhi (hair-interest) ;

and bhogalabha (interest by enjoyment) : such are

the six kinds of interest.

6. Kayika interest is connected with bodily
labour

;
kalika is due every month

; /'akravr/ddhi

is interest on interest ; karita is interest promised

by the borrower.

7. 8. When interest is received every day, it is

termed ^ikhavr/ddhi (hair-interest, because it grows

every day). Because it grows constantly like hair,

and does not cease growing except on the loss of

the head, that is to say, on payment of the principal,

therefore it is called hair-interest. The use of a

(mortgaged) house, or the produce of a field, is

termed bhogalabha (interest by enjoyment).

9. That karita (stipulated) interest has to be paid

always, which has been stipulated by the debtor

himself, over and above (the ordinary rate of interest),

and has been promised in times of distress.

10. When (such special) interest has been stipu-

lated in any other manner, it must not be paid by

any means.

11. Hair-interest, bodily interest, and interest by

6. 'Bodily labour,* when the milk of a pledged cow or the

strength of a pledged animal for draught or burden is used by the

creditor, being, as it were, the interest on his loan. Viram.

9. 10. Viram. p. 295 ;
Col. Dig. I, 2, 37 {' Kalyayana').

10. 'In any other manner,* i.e. by the creditor. Viram.

11. Viram. p. 301 ;
Col. Dig. I, 2, 35.

[33] Y
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enjoyment shall be taken by the creditor so long as

the principal remains unpaid.

1 2. But the use of a pledge after twice the principal

has been realised from it, compound interest, and

the exaction of the principal and interest (together

as principal) is usury and reprehensible.

13. On gold (and other precious metals), the

interest may make (the debt) double
;
on clothes

and base metals (such as tin or lead), treble
;
on

grain, it is allowed to rise to four times the original

amount, and so on edible plants (or fruit), beasts of

burden, and wool.

14. It is allowed to make (the debt) quintuple,

on pot-herbs ; sextuple, on seeds and sugar-cane ;

and it may make (the debt) octuple, on salt, oil, and

spirituous liquor.

15. Likewise, on sugar and honey, if the loan be

of old standing.

16. On grass, wood, bricks, thread, substances

from which spirits may be extracted, leaves, bones,

leather, weapons, flowers, and fruits, no interest is

ordained.

1 7. A pledge is termed bandha, and is declared to

12. Viv. p. 12; Col. Dig. loc. cit.

13-16. Viram. pp. 298, 300; Viv. pp. 17, 18; May. p. 104;

Col. Dig. I, 2, 63, 67, 69.

13. TheViramitrodaya reads ^armasthivarmawam/ leather, bones,

and armour/

16. The commentators observe that no interest should be

exacted, unless there be a special agreement to the purpose. There

is, however, another reading (vnddhis tu na nivartate), under which

the purport of this rule becomes quite different, viz. that there is

absolutely no limit regarding the interest on the articles mentioned

in it. This version is in harmony with the corresponding regulations

of other legislators.

17. Col. Dig. I, 3, 80; May. p. 105; Viram. p. 305.
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be of four sorts
;
movable or immovable ; to be

kept only or to be used
; to be released at any

time, or limited as to time ;
stated in writing, or

stipulated (orally) before witnesses.

18. Should the creditor, actuated by avarice, use

a pledge before interest has ceased to accrue on the

loan (on becoming equal to the principal), or before

the fixed period has expired, such use shall be

stopped.

19. The pledge has to be kept carefully, like a

deposit ; interest is forfeited in case of its being

damaged.
20. A pledge having been used and rendered

worthless (by such use), the principal (itself) is lost ;

if a very valuable pledge be spoiled, he must satisfy

the pledger.
21. If a pledge be destroyed by a fatal ac-

cident or by an act of the king, the debtor shall

be caused either to deliver another pledge or to

pay the debt.

22. When the debtor restores the principal and

asks for his pledge, it must be restored to him
;

otherwise the creditor is liable to punishment.

18, 19. Col. Dig. I, 3, 92 ;
Viram. p. 306.

20. Col. Dig. I, 3, 86
;
Viram. p. 309 ; May. p. 105.

21. Col. Dig. I, 3, 93; May. p. 105; Viram. p, 309. This text

has been translated according to the Viramitrodaya. Under the

reading of the other compilations, payment of the debt together

with interest is enjoined. 'A king,' i.e. a ruler who offends

against the dictates of religion. Viram.

22. Col. Dig. I, 3, 103 ;
Viram. p. 319. The rule that the prin-

cipal only needs to be restored concerns a pledge for use. In the

case of a pledge for custody, interest has to be paid besides the

principal. Viram.

Y 2
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23. When a field or other (immovable property)

has been enjoyed, and more than the principal

realised by it, then the debtor shall recover his

pledge, if the principal and interest has been actually

got out of it (by the creditor).

24. (This law applies) when the debtor delivers

a field to the creditor, with the following stipulation,
' This (field) shall be enjoyed by you, when interest

has ceased (on becoming equal to the principal), that

is certain. When the principal has been realised

together with the interest, you shall restore (the

field) to me.'

25. When the time (for payment) has passed and

interest has ceased (on becoming equal to the prin-

cipal), the creditor shall be owner of the pledge ;

but, till ten days have elapsed, the debtor is entitled

to redeem it.

26. Notice having been given to the debtor's

family, a pledge to be kept (only) may be used, after

the principal has been doubled
;
and so may a pledge

for a fixed period, on the expiration of that term.

27. When the principal has been doubled, or the

stipulated period expired in the case of a pledge
delivered for a certain time only, the creditor

23. Col. Dig. I, 3, 108
; May. p. 107.

23, 24. Viram. p. 320. Under a stipulation of this sort, the

mortgagee shall recover his pledge, as soon as the creditor has fully

realised his demand out of the mortgage, no matter whether he has

contributed litde or much himself towards its realisation. Viram.

The Ratnakara (p. 29) inserts the following text after 24,
' This

lawful rule has been proclaimed with regard to loans on interest

and so forth.'

25. Col. Dig. I, 3, 115; Viram. p. 316.
26. Viram. p. 316 ; Col. Dig. I, 3, 119 {'Smn'ti').

27. 28. Viram. p. 315. 'During that interval,' i. e. before the

ten days have elapsed. Viram. These two texts are elsewhere
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becomes owner of the pledge, after having waited

for a fortnight.

28. If the debtor should pay the debt during that

interval, he may recover his pledge (even then).

29. When the amount of the debt has been

doubled (by the interest accruing on
it),

and the

debtor is either dead or no longer present, (the

creditor) may take his chattel and sell it before

witnesses.

30. Or, its value having been estimated in an

assembly, he may keep it for ten days ;
after which,

having realised a sufficient sum to cover his demand,
he should relinquish the balance.

31. When a man neither enjoys a pledge, nor

obtains it (from the debtor), nor points it out (to

others), his written contract (concerning the pledge)
is invalid, (just like) a document when the (sub-

scribing) witnesses and debtor are dead.

32. When a house or field has been mortgaged
for use and the period (fixed for such use) has not

expired, the debtor cannot recover his property, nor

can the creditor (recover) his loan.

S2>' When the (stipulated) period has elapsed, both

attributed to Vyasa. This is probably the correct view, as it is

difficult to reconcile these texts either with the preceding or with

the following ones.

29. May. p. 106.

29, 30. Viram. p. 316; Col. Dig. I, 3, 121. * The chattel,' i.e.

the pledged commodity.
* A sufficient sum to cover his demand,'

i. e. twice as much as the principal. Viram.- The balance should

be handed over to the relatives of the debtor or to the king. Cole-

brooke's Digest has another text after these two, in which it is

stated that the precise amount of the debt should be ascertained by

persons skilled in computation.

31. Col. Dig. I, 3, 126
;
Smmi^.

;
Ratn. p. 35.

32, 33. Viv. p. 25; Col. Dig. I, 3, 105, 118. In ordinary case;.
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parties are at liberty to do so. But, even before

(the stipulated period) has elapsed, they may make

an arrangement by mutual consent.

34. Where one field has been mortgaged to two

creditors at the same time, It shall belong to that

mortgagee who was the first to obtain possession

of it.

35. If both have possessed It for an equal time, it

shall be held In common (or shared equally) by them.

The same rule is ordained in the case of a gift or a

sale.

36. Which course should be adopted In cases of a

competition between three different acts, the iden-

tical property having been sold, mortgaged, and given

away on one and the same day ?

37. The three parties should divide that lawful

property of theirs among themselves in proportionate

shares, the two first in the ratio of their respective

claims, whereas the donee ought to obtain a full

third.

38. The pledgee can never be compelled to restore

the pledge against his will, before the whole amount

due to him has been paid, nor must (the pledge be

obtained from him) by deceit or by (the mode called)

Aarita.

the recovery of the loan, attended by the restoration of the pledge to

the pledger, takes place after the lapse of the stipulated period.

By mutual consent, however, it may take place before that time.

34. The term ' a field
'

includes by implication any pledge for use.

Viram. p. 312. Other commentators add that possession must

have been obtained without forcible means. Col. Dig. I, 3, 132.

35. Smmi/^.
; Col. Dig. I, 3, 133; Ratn, p. 37.

36. 37. Viram. p. 314 ( Vasish/^a
') ;

V. T.

38. Ratn. p. 27; Col. Dig. I, 3, 102. Regarding the mode
called Aarita or A>^arita, see below, XI, 58.
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39. For appearance, for confidence, for payment,
and for delivering the assets of the debtor : it is for

these four different purposes that sureties have been

ordained by the sages in the system (of law).

40. The first says,
*

I will produce (that man) ;

*

the second (says),
* He is a respectable man

;

'

the

third (says),
'

I will pay the debt;* the fourth (says),
'

I will deliver his assets.'

41. If the debtors fail in their engagements, the

two first (sureties themselves, but not their sons)

must pay the sum lent at the appointed time
;
both

the two last (sureties), and in default of them their

sons (are liable for the debt), when the debtors break

their promise (to pay the debt).

42. The creditor should allow time for the surety
to search for a debtor who has absconded

;
a fort-

night, a month, a month and a half, according to (the

distance of) the place (where he is supposed to be

hiding himself).

43. (Sureties) must not be excessively harassed
;

they should be made to pay the debt by instalments
;

39. Col. Dig. I, 4, 142; Viram. p. 321 ;
Viv. p. 27. The author

of the last-mentioned work reads rino. dravyarpawe for nVzidravyar-

pa«e, which reading he refers to as the traditional one, and defines

the fourth kind of surety to be one who vouches for the return of

articles lent for use, such as ornaments for a festivity.

40. May. p. 107. The first surety promises to produce a debtor,

who is likely to abscond; the second vouches for the debtor's

honesty, declaring that he is a virtuous man, who will not deceive

the creditor
;
the third promises to pay the debt himself together

with the interest, if the debtor should fail to pay it; the fourth

promises to deliver his movable property, such as household

furniture, in the same case.

41. May. p. 107.

42., 43. Viram. pp. 323, 328; Col. Dig. I, 4, 148 ; Ratn. p. 45.
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they must not be attacked when the debtor is pre-

sent : such is the law regarding sureties.

44. When (a surety), being harassed, pays a

proved debt which he has vouched for, (the debtor)

shall pay him twice as much, after the lapse of a

month and a half.

45. Should foolish (sureties) in good faith pay the

debt, though not required to do so, or on being re-

quired to pay a different debt, how and from whom
can they recover that sum ?

46. By whom, to whom, and how, should, or should

not, be paid a loan which has been received from the

hands of another man in the shape of a loan on in-

terest, will now be declared.

47. A loan shall be restored on demand, if no

time has been fixed (for its restoration) ;
or on the

expiration of the time (if
a definite period has been

fixed) ;
or when interest ceases (on becoming equal

to the principal). If the father is no longer alive,

(the debt must be paid) by his sons.

48. The father s debt must be paid first of all, and

after that, a man's own debt
;
but a debt contracted

by the paternal grandfather must always be paid

before these two even.

49. The father's debt, on being proved, must be

paid by the sons as if it were their own
;
the grand-

father's debt must be paid (by his son s sons) without

44. Viram. p. 328.

45. Ratn. p. 46 ;
Col. Dig. I, 4, 163.

46. Ratn. p. 47 ;
Col. Dig. I, 5, 166.

47. Ratn. p. 47 ;
Col. Dig. I, 5, 166

;
Viv. p. 32.

48. Ratn. p. 47 ;
Col. Dig. I, 5, 167 ; May. p. 112.

49. May. p. 112; Col. Dig. I, 5, 167.
* As if it were their own,'

i. e. with interest. Ratn.
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interest
;
but the son of a grandson need not pay it

at all.

50. When a debt has been incurred, for the benefit

of the household, by an uncle, brother, son, wife,

slave, pupil, or dependant, it must be paid by the

head of the family.

51. Sons shall not be made to pay (a debt incurred

by their father) for spirituous liquor, for losses at

play, for idle gifts, for promises made under the

influence of love or wrath, or for suretyship, nor the

balance of a fine or toll (liquidated in part by their

father).

52. The liability for the debts devolves on the

successor to the estate, when the son is involved in

calamity ;
or on the taker of the widow, in default

of a successor to the estate.

53. Debts contracted by the wives of distillers of

spirituous liquor, hunters, washermen, herdsmen,

barbers or the like persons, shall be paid by their

protector ; they were contracted for the affairs of

their husbands.

54. When (a debtor) has acknowledged a debt, it

may be recovered from him by the expedients of

friendly expostulation and the rest, by moral suasion,

50. Ratn. p. 54 ;
Col. Dig. I, 5, 189 ;

Viv. p. 39.

51. Ratn. p. 57; Col. Dig. I, 5, 201
; May. p. 113. Regarding

promises made under the influence of love or wrath, see Katyayana

X, 53> 54.

52. Ratn. p. 64 ;
Col. Dig. I, 5, 174 ; May. p. 114 ;

Viv. p. 37.

53. Viram. p. 354 (' Katyayana ') ; Col. Dig. I, 5, 217 ;
Ratn.

p. 60. '

Protector' means husband. Ratn. '

Barbers,' napita, are

referred to according to the reading of the Ratnakara. The Virami-

trodaya reads navika, 'sailors,' which reading is mentioned as a

varia lectio in the Ratnakara. Colebrooke has 'shepherds.'

54. Col. Dig. I, 6, 244; May. p. 109.
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by artful management, by compulsion, and by con-

finement at his house.

55. When a debtor is caused to pay by the advice

of friends or kinsmen, by friendly remonstrances, by
constant following, or by (the creditor) starving him-

self to death, it is termed moral suasion.

56. When a creditor, with a crafty design, borrows

anything from his debtor, for his own use, or with-

holds an Anvahita deposit or the like, and thus

enforces payment of the debt, it is termed artful

management.

57. When a debtor is fettered and conducted into

(the creditor's) own house, where he is compelled to

pay the debt by beating or other (forcible) means, it

is called compulsion.

58. When a debtor is made to pay by confining
his wife, son or cattle, and by watching at his door,

it is termed A/('arita (the customary mode).

59. An indigent debtor may be taken to his own
house by the creditor and compelled to do work

there, such as distilling spirits and the like
;
but a

Brahman must be made to pay gradually.

55. Col. Dig. I, 6, 236; May. p. 109; Ratn. p. 67; Viv. p. 43.

The term praya or prayopavej-ana corresponds without doubt to

the modern custom of Dharwa, or '

fasting upon
'

a debtor, when the

creditor places himself before the debtor's house and threatens to

starve himself to death, unless the debt be paid. It is true that

some commentators interpret praya by
'

importunate demands
'

(prarthanabahulya or prarthana).

56. Col. Dig. I, 6, 238 ; May. p. 109, &c. ' With a crafty design/

as e. g. when valuable ornaments are borrowed from the debtor, on

the pretence of using them at a festivity.
' An Anvahita deposit

'

is

an article deposited for delivery to another person. Viram. p. 333.

57. Col. Dig. I, 6, 240. 58. Col. Dig. I, 6, 239.

69. Ratn. p. 71 ; Col. Dig. I, 6, 246.
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60. When the time fixed (for payment) has

elapsed, and the interest has ceased (on becoming

equal to the principal), the debtor may either recover

his loan or cause a new bond to be written in the

form of compound interest.

61. As compound interest is taken on the doubled

principal, so does the use of a pledge (become a new

principal), the debt together with the interest being
considered as the (new) principal.

62. This rule concerns an acknowledged (debt) ;

but (a debtor) denying (his liability) shall be com-

pelled to pay, on the debt being proved in a (judicial)

assembly by a document or by witnesses.

63. (A debtor) claiming judicial investigation in a

doubtful case, shall never be put under restraint (by

the creditor). He who puts under restraint one not

liable to such treatment, shall be fined accordingto law.

64. A debtor who makes a declaration in this form,
' What may be found to be justly due, that I will pay,'

is termed 'one claiming judicial investigation.'

65. When there is a difference of opinion between

the two parties regarding the nature (of the loan), or

the number or the like, or the (amount of) interest,

60. May. p. 110; Col. Dig. I, 6, 255. The new bond is to be

one in which the interest is calculated on the interest added to the

principal, i. e. on the doubled principal.

61. Ratn. p. 72; Col. Dig. I, 6, 259. The comparison here

proposed relates to the case when a pledge for use has been

accidentally destroyed, and a new bond is executed, in which the

interest is calculated on the principal together with the lost usufruct.

62. Ratn. p. 75; May. p. no; Col. Dig. I, 6, 160.

63. May. p. no; Col. Dig. I, 6, 161.

63-65. Ratn. p. 25. 64. May. p. no; Col. Dig. I, 6, 162.

65. Col. Dig. I, 6, 163.
' The nature of the loan,* whether it be

gold or silver, &c.;
* or the like,' such as the pledge given, &c. Ratn.
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or whether the sum be due or not, It is termed a

doubtful case.

66. Should a man, after recovering his debt by
moral suasion or one of the other modes, fall to re-

ceipt It on the bond, or to give a deed of acquittance.

It shall yield Interest (to the debtor).

XII. Deposits.

1. The Law of Debt, beginning with the delivery

of a loan and ending with Its recovery, has been

declared. Hear, now, the complete set of rules con-

cerning Deposits.

2. When any chattel Is deposited In the house of

another man, through fear of the king, robbers, or

other dangers, or for the purpose of deceiving one's

heirs, it is called a Nyasa deposit.

3. When a chattel enclosed in a cover and marked

with a seal (is deposited) without describing its nature

or quantity, and without showing it, it is termed an

Aupanidhlka deposit.

4. Let a man make a deposit, after duly consider-

ing the place, house, master of the house, the power,

means, qualities, veracity, and kindred (of the de-

positary).

5. (A deposit) is declared to be of two sorts :

66. Ratn. p. 80
;

Col. Dig. I, 6, 288. The term vr/ddhi, 'in-

terest,' is interpreted
'

forfeiture
'

by a certain number of com-

mentators. This erroneous interpretation has been adopted by
Colebrooke. Sir W. Jones has the correct translation.

XII, I. Ratn. p. 83; Col. Dig. II, i, i.

2. Ratn. p. 83; Col. Dig. II, i, 6; Viram. p. 361.

3. Ratn. p. 83; Col. Dig. II, i, 7 (with several different

readings).

4. Ratn. p. 85 ; Col. Dig. II, i, 14.

5-8. Ratn. pp. 85, 86
;

Col. Dig. II, i, 19.
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attested, or deposited in private ;
it must be guarded

with the same care as a son
;
for it would be destroyed

by neglect.

6. The merit of one who preserves a deposit or

one who places himself under his protection, is equal
to the merit of one who gives (articles made of) gold,
or of base metal, or clothes.

7. The sin of those who consume or spoil (by

negligence) a bailed chattel is as great as (the sin)

of a woman who injures her husband, or of a man
who kills his son or his friend.

8. It is the best course not to accept a deposit ;

but to destroy it (after having received
it)

is dis-

graceful ;
after having taken it, a man should keep

it carefully and restore it when it has been asked for

even once only.

9. A deposit must be returned to the very man
who bailed it, in the very manner in which it was

bailed
;

it must not be delivered to the successor of

that man.

10. When a deposit is destroyed, together with

the goods of the depositary, by the act of fate or of

the king, (the depositary) is not to blame.

11. If the depositary should suffer the deposit to

be destroyed by his want of care or indifference, or

should refuse to restore it on being asked for it, he

shall be made to pay (the value of) it with interest.

6, 9. May. p. 115. 7, 8. Col. Dig. II, i, 19.

9. Col. Dig. II, 1, 18; Viv. p. 51 ;
Ratn. p. 87.

10. Ratn. p. 88; Col. Dig. II, i, 23; Viram. p. 362; May.

p. 116.

11. Ratn. p. 90; Col. Dig. II, i, 34; May. p. 116; Viv. p. 53,

The commentators take bheda,
' want of care,' to mean separation

of the deposit from the depositary's own property, and bestowing

less care on it than on the effects of the depositary.
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12. Should any (depositary) procure advantage
for himself by an article deposited (with him), he

shall be fined by the king, and compelled to pay its

value together with interest.

13. He who, after receiving a deposit, denies the

fact, and is convicted by (the evidence of) witnesses

or ordeal, shall be compelled to give up the deposit
and to pay an equal amount as a fine.

14. When a dispute arises with regard to a de-

posit privately made, the performance of an ordeal

is ordained for both parties, to establish the facts of

the case.

15. The same set of rules applies in the case of a

bailment for delivery (to a third person), a loan for

use, an article delivered to an artist (such as gold
delivered to a goldsmith to be worked by him into

an earring), a pledge, and a person offering himself

for protection.

XIII. Sale without Ownership.

I. Immediately after deposits, sale by another

person than the owner has been declared by

Bhrzgu ;
listen attentively, I will expound that

subject thoroughly.

12. Ratn. p. 91; Col. Dig. II, i, 31. The commentators ob-

serve that the use here referred to must have been made without

the consent of the owner.

13. Ratn. p. 93 ;
Col. Dig. II, i, 45.

14. Ratn. p. 95; Viram. p. 366. The term 'both parties' is

used in order to imply that the ordeal may be performed either by
the alleged depositor or depositary. Vtram,

15. May. p. 116
;
Ratn. p. 96 ;

Viv. p. 54.

14,15. Col. Dig. II, I, 12.

XIII, I. Ratn. p. 1 01; Col. Dig. II, 2, i.
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2. An Open deposit, a bailment for delivery

(Anvahita), a Nydsa (sealed) deposit, stolen pro-

perty, a pledge, or what has been borrowed for use :

when any one of these articles has been sold in

secret by a man, he Is declared a person different

from the owner (asvdmin).

3. When the vendor has been produced and has

been cast in the suit, (the judge) shall cause him to

pay the price and a fine to the buyer and king re-

spectively, and to restore the property to the owner.

4. When the former owner comes forward and

makes good his claim to the thing bought, the

vendor shall be produced (by the purchaser) ; by

doing so, the purchaser may clear himself.

5. That greedy man who covets another man's

property, without having any claim to it, shall be

compelled to pay twice the value (of the property

claimed) as a fine, if he is unable to prove his claim.

6. When there is no evidence in a suit, the king
shall consider the character of the parties and pass
a decree himself, according to the equal, greater, or

less (credibility of the parties).

7. When a purchase has been made before an

assembly of merchants, the king's officers being
aware of it (also), but from a vendor whose habita-

tion Is unknown ;
or when the purchaser has

deceased :

8. The owner may recover his own property by

2. Ratn. p. loi; Col. Dig. II, 2, 2
;
Viram. p. 374.

3. Ratn. p. 102
;
Col. Dig. II, 2, 30; Viv. p. 57.

4. Ratn. p. loi
;
Col. Dig. II, 2, 33; Viram. p. 379.

5. Ratn. p. 106
; Col. Dig. II, 2, 46.

6. Ratn. p. 108; Col. Dig. II, 2, 52.

7-9. Ratn. p. 109 ; Col. Dig. II, 2, 53, 54.
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paying half the price (tendered), the custom in that

case being that one half of the value is lost to each

of the two.

9. A purchase from an unknown (vendor) is one

fault (in that case) ;
want of care in keeping it is

another
;
these two faults are viewed by the wise as

legitimate grounds of loss to each party.

10. When a man purchases (a commodity) at a

fair price, and (the purchase) has been previously

announced to the king, there is no wrong about it
;

but he who makes a fraudulent purchase is a thief.

1 1 . That should be known as a fraudulent purchase
which is made at an unreasonably low price, in the

interior of a house, outside of the village, at night,

in secret, or from a dishonest person.

XIV. Concerns of a Partnership.

1. Trade or other occupations should not be

carried on by prudent men jointly with incompetent
or lazy persons, or with such as are afflicted by an

illness, ill-fated, or destitute.

2. A man should carry on business jointly with

persons of noble parentage, clever, active, intelligent,

familiar with coins, skilled in revenue and expendi-

ture, honest, and enterprising.

3. As an equal, smaller, or larger share (of the

10, II. Viv. p. 60; Viram. p. 375; Col. Dig. II, 2, 57. In 10,

Colebrooke has 'delivered by the owner in the presence of credible

persons.' I have translated the reading of the Viramitrodaya,

'previously announced to the king.' In 11, the clause 'in secret'

is omitted in the Viramitrodaya.

XIV, I, 2. Ratn. p. iii; Col. Dig. II, 3, 2; Viram. pp. 383,

384.

3. Ratn. p. 112; Col. Dig. II, 3, 5.
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joint stock) has been contributed by a partner, in the

same proportion shall he defray charges, perform

labour, and obtain profit.

4. Of those who lend (jointly) gold, grain, liquids

and condiments, or the like, the gain shall be equal

to their respective shares (of the joint expenditure),

whether equal, more, or less.

5. Whatever property one partner may give (or

lend), authorized by many, or whatever contract he

may cause to be executed, all that is (considered as

having been) done by all.

6. They are themselves pronounced to be arbi-

trators and witnesses for one another in doubt-

ful cases, and when a fraudulent act has been

discovered, unless a (previous) feud should exist

between them.

7. When any one among them is found out to

have practised deceit in a purchase or sale, he must

be cleared by an oath (or ordeal) ; such is the rule in

all disputes (of this sort).

8. When a loss or diminution has occurred through

fate or the king, it is ordained that it should be

borne by all (partners) in proportion to their respec-

tive shares.

9. When (a single partner acting) without the

assent (of the other partners) or against their

express instructions injures (their joint property)

4. Ratn. p. 123; Col. Dig. II, 3, 45.

5-7. Ratn. pp. 123, 113; Col. Dig. II, 3, 45, 9, 10; May. p.

121
;
Viram. p. 385.

8. Ratn. p. 113; Col. Dig. II, 3, 11. 'A loss,' destruction of

the principal ;

*

diminution/ loss of profits. Ratn.

9. Ratn. p. 113; Col. Dig. II, 3, 12; Viv. p. 61 ;
Viram. p.

ass-

ess] Z
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through his negligence, he must by himself give a

compensation to all his partners.

10. That (partner), on the other hand, who by his

own efforts preserves (the common stock) from a

danger apprehended through fate or the king, shall

be allowed a tenth part of It (as a reward), the

remainder being distributed among the other (part-

ners), according to their shares (In the stock).

11. Should any such partner in trade happen to

die through want of proper care, his goods must be

shown (and delivered) to officers appointed by the

king.

12. And when any one comes forward claiming

that man's property as heir (to the deceased partner),

he shall prove his right to it by (the evidence of)

other men, and then let him take it.

13. The king shall take a sixth, a ninth, and a

twelfth part respectively from the property of a

vSudra, Vai^ya, and Kshatrlya ;
and a twentieth from

the property of a Brahman.

14. But after the lapse of three years. If no owner

should come forward by any means, the king shall

take that property ;
the wealth of a Brahman he

shall bestow on (other) Brahmans.

15. So among (several) persons jointly performing
a ceremony. If any one should meet with an accident,

his (part of) the ceremony shall be performed by a

kinsman of his, or by all his associates (in work).

10. Ratn. p. 114; Col. Dig. II, 3, 15; Viv. p. 61; Viram. p.

386.

11, 12. Ratn. p. 116
; Col. Dig. II, 3, 21 ;

Viv. p. 63.

13, 14. Ratn. p. 116; Col. Dig. II, 3, 22; Viv. p. 64.

15. Ratn. p. 117; Col. Dig. II, 3, 29; Viv. p. 65. 'A cere-

mony,' such as a sacrifice.
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16. They (the officiating priests) are pronounced
to be threefold : coming (of their own accord),

hereditary in the family, and appointed by (the

sacrificer) himself; their business should be per-

formed by them accordingly.

17. To a kinsman, relative, or friend one may
lend money with a pledge (only) ;

a loan to others

must be guaranteed by a surety, or there must be a

written contract or witnesses.

18. Gold or silver may be lent according to one's

own choice
; liquids and condiments, and grain, for

a specified period only ;
it is by local custom that

both the loan and its recovery should be regulated.

19. That, however, which has been lent by several

persons in common, must be recovered by them

jointly; any (such lender) who fails to demand

(the loan together with his partners) shall forfeit

interest.

20. The law regarding loans has been declared

before, (therefore) it is referred to in an abridged
form only in the present chapter. Listen to the

legal rules regarding cultivators of the soil and

other (associates in work), which are declared as

follows.

21. Tillage should be undertaken by a sensible

16. Ratn. p. 120; Col. Dig. II, 3, 44. The analogous text of

Narada shows that officiating priests are the persons intended by
this rule.

17-26. Ratn. pp. 123, 124 ;
Col. Dig. II, 3, 47-5 !•

18. In a loan of gold, a definite period for its return need not

be specified ; but for liquids, &c. the stipulation of a fixed term is

necessary. Ratn.

20.
' Declared before,' i. e. in Chapter XI. All the rules de-

clared in that chapter are equally applicable to loans made by an

association.

Z 2
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man jointly with those who are his equals in point
of cattle, workmen, seeds, and the like, as well as

implements of husbandry.
22. They should refrain anxiously from cultivating

an enclosed pasture-ground, land adjacent to a town,
or to the king's highway, barren soil, and ground
infested by mice.

23. That man will enjoy produce who sows fertile

land, which has many holes and is wet, capable of

irrigation, surrounded by fields on all sides, and culti-

vated in due season.

24. A sensible cultivator must not admit cattle

which is lean, very old, tiny, diseased, apt to run

away, blind of one eye, or lame.

25. When by the deficiency of one (partner) as to

cattle or seeds a loss happens in (the produce of) the

field, it must be made good by him to all the

husbandmen.

26. This primeval set of rules has been declared

for cultivators of the soil.

2 7. One able to work up gold, silver, thread, wood,

stone, or leather, and acquainted with the articles to

be manufactured (with such materials), is called ^Silpin

(an artizan or artist) by the wise.

28. When goldsmiths or other (artists) practise

their art jointly, they shall share the profits in due

proportion, corresponding to the nature of their

work.

27, 28. Ratn. p. 124; Col. Dig. II, 3, 52; Viv. p. 70; Viram.

p. 396. Some compilations exhibit the readings kupya, 'base

metals,' for rupya,
'
silver

;

'

pattra,
'

leaves,' for sutra,
' thread ;

'

tattatkalabhi^«a>^,
'

acquainted with the minute particles of these

materials,' for /^a phalabhi^^a^,
' and acquainted with the articles

to be manufactured.'
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29. The headman among a number of workmen

jointly building a house or temple, or digging a pool
or making articles of leather, is entitled to a double

share (of the remuneration).

30. The same rule has been declared by virtuous

men for musicians
;
he who knows how to beat the

time shall take a share and a half, but the singers
shall take equal shares.

31. When anything has been brought from a

hostile country by freebooters, with the permission
of their lord, they shall give a sixth part to the king
and share (the remainder) in due proportion.

32. Four shares shall be awarded to their chief;

he who is (specially) valiant shall receive three

shares
;
one (particularly) able shall take two

;
and

the remaining associates shall share alike.

XV. Resumption of Gifts.

I. The system of rules relative to Concerns of a

Partnership has been fully declared thus
;
the rules

regarding what may, or may not, be given, valid,

and invalid gifts, will be declared (next).

29. Ratn. p. 125; Col. Dig. II, 3, 54; May. p. 121
;

Viv. p.

70 ;
Viram. p. 390. The last two works read vapi for vapi, and

under this reading the clause
' or digging a pool

'

would have to

be omitted. The May{ikha reads dharmika,
* sacred articles,' for

/^armika, 'articles made of leather.'

30. Ratn. p. 125; Col. Dig. II, 3, 55; Viv. p. 71; Viram. p.

391 ; May. p. 121.

31. 32. Ratn. p. 125; Col. Dig. II, 3, 56 ;
Viv. p. 71; Viram.

p. 391.
* Their chief,' i. e. one who exerts mind and body. Ratn.,

Viv.

XV, I. Ratn. p. 127 ; Col. Dig. II, 4, i
;
Viram. p. 392.
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2. That which may not be given is declared to be

of eight sorts, joint property, a son, a wife, a pledge,

one's entire wealth, a deposit, what has been borrowed

for use, and what has been promised to another.

3. What remains after defraying (the necessary

expenses for) the food and clothing of his family, may
be given by a man

;
otherwise (by giving more than

that), the religious merit (supposed to be acquired

by the giver) though tasting like honey at first, will

change into poison in the end.

4. When any field (or house) is given away, be-

longing to a number of houses or fields acquired in

one of the seven modes of (lawful) acquisition, it is

ordained to be viewed as a valid gift, whether it

have been inherited from the father or acquired by
the donor himself.

5. Self-acquired property may be given away at

pleasure (by its owner) ;
a pledge may be disposed of

according to the rules of mortgage ;
in the case of

property received as a marriage portion, or inherited

from an ancestor, the bestowal of the whole is not

admitted.

6. When, however, a marriage gift, or inherited

property, or what has been obtained by valour, is

2. Ratn. p. 127 ; Col. Dig. II, 4, 5 ; Viv. p. 72 ;
Viram. p. 392.

3. Ratn. p. 129 ;
Viv. p. 75 ; Col. Dig. II, 4, 18.

4. 5. Viv. p. 76. The seven modes of acquisition are, according
to Manu (X, 1 1 5), inheritance, finding, purchase, conquest, lending
at interest, doing work, and the acceptance of gifts from virtuous

men. The prohibition to give away the whole, in 5, relates to

property acquired by valour as well, according to the Ratnakara.

The clause translated by
' bestowal of the whole

'

may also mean,
'

every gift,' i. e. a gift not sanctioned by the persons referred

to in 6.

4-7. Ratn. p. 130; Col. Dig. II, 4, 18.
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given with the assent of the wife, kinsmen, or

supreme ruler, the gift acquires validity.

7. Co-heirs (or joint-tenants), whether divided in

interests or not, have an equal claim to the immov-

able wealth
;
a single (parcener) has no power to

give, mortgage, or sell the whole (wealth).

8. The following eight sorts of gifts are recognised
as valid by persons acquainted with the law of gift,

viz. wages, (what was given) for the pleasure (of

hearing bards, or the like), the price of merchandise,

the fee paid for (or to) a damsel, (and what was

given) to a benefactor (as a return for his kindness),

through reverence, kindness, or affection.

9. What has been given by one angry, or resent-

ing an injury, or through inadvertence, or by one

distressed, by a minor, a madman, one terrified, in-

toxicated, overaged, cast out from society, idiotic,

or afflicted with grief or an illness,

10. Or what is given in jest; all such gifts are

declared to be void gifts.

1 1. When anything has been given through desire

of a reward, or to an unworthy man mistaken for a

worthy person, or for an immoral purpose, the owner

may resume the gift.

XVI. Master and Servant.

I. What may not be given and kindred subjects

have been declared
;
the law of servants shall be

propounded next. (There) the title of Breach of

Promised Obedience is treated first.

8. Ratn. p. 133; Col. Dig. II, 4, 49; Viv. p. 81.

9, 10. Ratn. p. 136 ;
Viv. p. 83 ;

Col. Dig. II, 4, 6

II. Ratn. p. 136; Viv. p. 83 ;
Col. Dig. II, 4, 62.

XVI, I, 2. Ratn. p. 139; Col. Dig. Ill, i, i; Viv.
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2. The titles of non-payment of wages, and then

(of disputes) between the owner (of cattle) and his

servants are to follow in due order. Such are the

three divisions of (the law of) servants.

3. They are pronounced to be of many sorts,

according to their particular caste and occupation ;

and fourfold, according as they serve for science,

human knowledge (or skill), love, or gain.

4. Each of these is again divided (Into several

species), according to the difference of occupation.

5. Science is declared to be a knowledge of (one

of) the three Vedas, called Rig-veda, Sama-veda, and

Ya^ir-veda ;
for the purpose of acquiring such

knowledge, he should pay obedience to a spiritual

teacher, as ordained in law.

6. Arts (consisting of) work In gold, base metals,

and the like, and the art of dancing and the rest are

termed human knowledge ;
he who studies them

should do work at his teacher's house.

7. He who has Intercourse with another mans
female slave, should be considered as a slave for the

sake of his paramour ;
he must do work for her

master, like another hired servant.

8. The servant for gain (or pay) is declared to be

of many sorts, another Is the servant for a share (of

the gain). Of all, a low, a middle, and a high sort

is distinguished.

9. A servant engaged for a day, a month, half a

month, a sixmonth, two months, or a year, must do

3, 4. Ratn. p. 140; Col. Dig. Ill, i, 4; Viv. p. 84.

5. Ratn. p. 140 ;
Col. Dig. Ill, i, 8

;
Viv. p. 86.

6. Ratn. p. 141; Col. Dig. Ill, i, 16
;
Viv. p. 86.

7. Viv. p. 87 ;
Col. Dig. Ill, 1,32.

8-1 1. Ratn. pp. 142, 143 ;
Col. Dig. Ill, i, 24.
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the work which he promised to do, and receives the

stipulated fee.

10. The warrior is the highest of these
;
the cul-

tivator of the soil is the middlemost
;
the porter is

declared to be the lowest, and so is (a servant)

employed in household work.

11. A servant for a share of the gain is declared

to be twofold, either serving a husbandman or an

owner of cattle
; he shall receive, no doubt, a share

of the grain produced, or of the milk.

12. A third or a fifth (of the produce) shall be

awarded to the cultivator of the soil as his share.

13. Let that cultivator to whom food and clothing
is given take a fifth of the crop ;

and let him who
serves in consideration of the profit (alone) take a

third part of the grain produced.

14. Should a hired servant fail in the performance
of ever so small a part of his master's work, he

forfeits his wages, and may be sued in court for his

offence.

15. When a servant does not perform his work
after having received his wages, though able (to do

work), he shall be compelled to pay twice as much

(as his wages) as a fine (to the king), and (shall

restore) the wages (to his master).

16. He who has promised (to do work) and does

not perform it, shall be compelled to do so by forcible

means even
;
and if, through obstinacy, such a servant

should still not do it as engaged for, he shall be fined

12, 13. Ratn. pp. 157, 158; Col. Dig. Ill, i, 66, 67.

14, 15. Ratn. p. 159; Col. Dig. Ill, i, 71.

16. Ratn. p. 160; Col. Dig. Ill, i, 75. There is another

reading, translated by Colebrooke, under which the fine is to

amotint to two hundred Pa«as, instead of eight Kr/sh«alas.
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eight Krishn3\3.s, and his wages shall not be paid
to him.

1 7. When a servant, commissioned by his master,

does any improper act (such as theft) for the benefit

of his master, the latter shall be held responsible

for it.

18. When a master does not pay wages for the

labour stipulated after the work has been performed,
he shall be compelled by the king to pay it, and a

proportionate fine besides.

1 9. (A man) hired for attendance on milch cows of

another shall receive the whole milk every eighth day.

20. (A cowherd) shall save cattle from danger of

reptiles, robbers, and tigers, and from caverns or

pits ;
let him try his best to protect them, call out

for help, or give notice to his master.

.XVI I. Violation of Agreements.

1 . Thus has been declared the law concerning the

mutual relations betw^een master and servant
;
learn

now concisely the performance of agreements.
2. Brahmans imbued with a knowledge of the

Veda and of sacred lore, learned divines, and

persons keeping a sacrificial fire, (the king) should

worship, establish them there (in his kingdom), and

provide a maintenance for them.

17. Ratn. p. 162
;
Col. Dig. Ill, i, 84 ;

Viv. p. 100.

18. Rain. p. 165; Col. Dig. Ill, i, 93; Viv. p. 100.

19. Viv. p. 105; Ratn. p. 170; Col. Dig. Ill, 4, 4.

20. Ratn. p. 172 ;
Viv. p. 106

;
Col. Dig. Ill, 4, 10.

XVII, i-io. Ratn. pp. 177-179; Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 2, 6.

2-9. Viram.pp. 423-427. The readings given in the Virami-

trodaya have been translated everywhere, except in 2, where the

Ratndk3,ra has been followed.
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3. Let him bestow on them houses and landed

property, exempt from taxation, declaring in a

written grant that the revenue is remitted.

4. They shall perform for the citizens constant,

special, and voluntary rites, as well as expiatory
and auspicious ones, and pass a decision in doubtful

cases.

5. A compact formed among villagers, companies

(of artizans), and associations is (called) an agree-
ment

;
such (an agreement) must be observed both

in times of distress and for acts of piety.

6. When a danger is apprehended from robbers

or thieves, it is (considered as) distress common to

all
;
in such a case, (the danger) must be repelled by

all, not by one man alone whoever he may be.

7. Mutual confidence having first been established

by means of (the ordeal by) sacred libation, by a

stipulation in writing, or by umpires, they shall then

set about their work.

8. Enemies, dissolute, bashful, indolent, timid,

avaricious, overaged or very young persons must

not be chosen as intendants of affairs.

9. Honest persons, acquainted with the Vedas

and with duty, able, self-controlled, sprung from

noble families, and skilled in every business, shall

be appointed as heads (of an association).

10. Two, three, or five persons shall be appointed
as advisers of the association ;

their advice shall be

taken by the villagers, companies (of artizans), cor-

porations (of cohabitants), and other (fellowships).

11. When a stipulation has been entered in a

11-14. Ratn. p. 181
;
Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 14 ; Viram. p. 425. For

kulayanaw in 13, the Viramitrodaya reads kulayandairodhaj X-a and
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document as follows,
* The construction of a house

of assembly, of a shed for (accommodating travellers

with) water, a temple, a pool, or a garden,
12. Relief to helpless or poor people, the per-

formance of sacrificial acts, a common path, or

defence, shall be undertaken by us in proportionate
shares :

'

that is a lawful agreement.

13. (Such an agreement) must be kept by all.

He who fails (in his agreement), though able (to

perform it), shall be punished by confiscation of his

entire property, and by banishment from the town.

14. And for that man, whoever he may be, who
falls out (with his associates), or neglects (his work),
a fine is ordained amounting to six Nishkas of four

Suvar;^as each.

15. He who injures the joint stock, or insults a

Brahman acquainted with the three Vedas, or breaks

the mutual agreement, shall be banished from the

town.

16. An acrimonious or malicious man, and one

who causes dissension or does violent acts, or who
is inlmically disposed towards that company, asso-

ciation, or the king, shall be banished instantly from

the town.

1 7. The heads of families, companies (of artizans)

and associations, whether inhabiting a town or a

stronghold, shall censure and reprimand offenders,

and forsake them.

interprets it by
'

the maintenance of a family, including its preser-

vation in times of distress.'

15. Ratn. p. 183 ;
Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 19.

16. Ratn. p. 184; Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 20; Viram. p. 430.

17. Ratn. p. 184; Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 21; Viram. p. 429; Viv.

p. no.
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1 8. Whatever is done by those (heads of an

association), whether harsh or kind towards other

people, must be approved of by the king as well
;

for they are declared to be the appointed managers

(of affairs).

19. Should they agree, actuated by hatred, on

injuring a single member of the fellowship, the king
must restrain them; and they shall be punished, if

they persist in their conduct.

20. When a dispute arises between the chiefs

and the societies, the king shall decide it, and shall

bring them back to their duty.

21. Those (companions in trade) who conspire to

cheat the king of the share due to him (of their

profits), shall be compelled to pay eight times as

much, and shall be punished if they take to flight.

22. Whatever is obtained then by a man, shall

belong to all in common
;
whether it have been

obtained a sixmonth or a month ago, it shall be

divided in due proportion.

23. (Or) it shall be bestowed on the idiotic, the

aged, the blind, to women or children, to afflicted or

diseased persons, to persons having issue, or the like

(worthy persons). This is an eternal law.

24. Whatever is obtained or preserved by the

members of a fellowship, or spent on behalf of the

18. Ratn. p. 184 ; Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 22
;
Viram. p. 429.

19. Ratn. p. 184; Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 23 ;
Viram. p. 429.

20. Ratn. p. 184; Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 24.

21. Ratn. p. 185; Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 27 ;
Viv. p. no.

22. Ratn. p. 186; Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 30; Viv. p. 116. The com-

mentators observe that gifts obtained from a king are meant.

23. 24. Ratn. pp. 186, 187; Col. Dig. Ill, 2, 31; Viram. p.

432. For prakalpitam in 24, 'what is spent,' the last two works

read nnawkrztam,
* what is borrowed.'
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society, or acquired through the king's favour, is

common to all (members of the society).

XVIII. Rescission of Purchase and Sale.

1. This set of rules concerning the law of agree-
ments has been briefly stated

; disputes arising from

purchase and sale shall be treated next.

2. Two sorts of property are distinguished, im-

movable and movable
;
when a purchase is concluded,

the term 'vendible property' (pa;^ya) is apphed to

both.

3. The purchaser shall examine a chattel himself

and show it to others
; when, after examining and

approving it, he has accepted it, he Is not at liberty

to return it again.

4. The foolish man who sells an article, though

acquainted with its blemish, shall have to pay twice

its value (to the vendee), and (a fine of) the same

amount (to the king).

5. What has been sold by one intoxicated or

Insane, or at a very low price, or under the impulse
of fear, or by one not his own master, or by an idiot,

shall be relinquished (by the purchaser, or
it) may be

recovered (from the purchaser) by forcible means.

6. Within that period, if a blemish should be

XVIII, I, 2. Ratn. p. 189; Col. Dig. Ill, 3, i.

3. Viram. p. 433; Col. Dig. Ill, 3, 11; Ratn. p. 198; Viv.

p. 117.

4. Viram. p. 441; Ratn. p. 192; Col. Dig. Ill, 3, 31; Viv.

p. 114.

5. Viram. p. 441 ;
Ratn. p. 193 ;

Col. Dig. Ill, 3, 37. Thus,

according to some commentators ;
others construe the clause '

at a

very low price
'

with each part of the sentence.

6. Viv. p. 116; Col. Dig. Ill, 3, 14; May, p. 131. 'Within

that period,' i. e. the period allowed for examination.
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discovered anywhere in the commodity purchased,

it shall be returned to the vendor, and the pur-

chaser shall recover the price.

XIX. Boundary Disputes.

1. This rule regarding rescission of purchase and

sale has been declared. Hear the laws concerning
boundaries of villages, fields, houses, and so forth.

2. The determination of boundaries should be

settled at the time of foundation, and it should be

marked by visible and invisible signs, so as to dispel

doubt.

3. Wells, tanks, pools, large trees, gardens, temples,

mounds, channels, the course of a river, reeds, shrubs,

or piles of stones :

4. By such visible signs as these a boundary line

should always be caused to be marked
; also, by

other (marks) deposited underground which the

earth is not likely to destroy.

5. Dry cowdung, bones, chaff, charcoal, stones,

potsherds, sand, bricks, cows* tails, cotton seeds, and
ashes :

6. After having placed these substances in vessels,

one should deposit them underground at the ex-

tremities of the boundary. After that, one should

take care to point them out to youths and infants.

7. These (youths and infants) should again show
them to their own children, after having grown old

;

XIX, I. Rain. p. 201.

2. Ratn. p. 202. 'Invisible signs' are substances deposited

underground.

3, 4. Viv. p. 120; Ratn. p. 203; Viram. p. 452.

5, 6. Ratn. p. 204 ; May. p. 134; Vtram. pp. 452, 453.

7.. Ratn. p. 204.
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by knowledge thus passing from one generation to

the other, doubts regarding boundaries may be

obviated.

8. In disputes regarding a house or field, the

decision belongs to the neighbours, as well as to the

inhabitants of that town or village, or to members
of the same society, and to the elders (of that

district).

9. (Likewise, to) husbandmen, artizans, servants,

cowherds, hunters, gleaners, diggers of roots, fisher-

men, kinsmen, mischief-makers, and robbers.

10. After having been adjured by imprecations

befitting their station, they shall determine the

boundary, and shall indicate the marks deposited

underground, as evidence. Such is the law.

11. In default of witnesses and signs, even a

single man, agreeable to both parties, may fix the

boundary, wearing a red garland of flowers and a

red cloak, putting earth on his head, adhering to

truth, and having kept a fast.

12. Neighbours born in that district, though they
be living abroad, are termed natives of the place ;

they should be consulted in the decision of a suit.

1 3. What they should declare in a doubtful case,

as honest men and impartial to both parties, shall

be held decisive
;
thus justice will not be violated.

14. Those are witnesses in a suit of this kind w^ho

know the title of acquisition, the size, the duration

of the enjoyment, the name, and the characteristics

of the land in question.

8, 9. Ratn. p. 209. 10. Ratn. p. 210; Viram. p. 457.
II. Viram. p. 458 ; Ratn. p. 211; Viv. p. 122 ; May. p. 134.

12,13. Ratn. p. 213. 14. Viram. p. 453.
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15. The same rule holds good in all suits con-

cerning immovable property. If their statements do

not agree, they shall be made to pay the highest

fine.

16. Supposing a piece of land to have been taken

from a village belonging to one man, and given to

another man, either by a large river or by the king,

what should be decided in that case ?

17. The land abandoned by a river or granted by
the king belongs to him who receives it. Otherwise,

there would be no acquisition through fate or the

king among men.

18. Loss and gain and life among men depend on

the act of fate and of the king; therefore, in all

affairs, what is effected by them must not be

rescinded.

1 9. When a river has been fixed as the boundary
line between two villages, it shall never be removed,

on account of loss or gain arising (from that river to

either village). He who removes it, is liable to

punishment.
20. The encroachment (of a river) on one side

produces an increase of land elsewhere in banks of

rivers
;
that (increase) must not be taken from him

(who gets it).

2 1 . When land is carried away by the swift course

15. Viram. p. 457 ;
Smritik.

16-23. Ratn. pp. 216, 217 ;
Viv. pp. 123, 124; Viram. pp. 461,

462. The second half of 19 is read as follows in the Viramitro-

daya,
*

(The river) effects gain or loss, according as people are

lucky or unlucky.' This reading may have crept in from 1 6. For

tauly^, I read >^alya, with Viram.

21. Such a tilled piece of land shall be made over to the previous

owner till the harvest is over. When the harvest is over, the

previous rule (20) holds good. Viram.

[33] A a
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of a river overflowing a tilled piece of ground, the

previous owner shall recover it.

2 2. When land is taken from one man by a king
actuated by anger or avarice, or using a fraudulent

pretext, and bestowed on a different person as a mark
of his favour, such a gift is not considered as valid.

23. When (however) land is taken from a person

enjoying it without a legitimate title of ownership,
and given to a worthier person, (the latter) must not

be deprived of it.

24. A house, pool, shop or the like having been

used by a man since the time of its foundation, must

not be taken from him, nor diminished or altered.

25. A window, a watercourse, a peg projecting
from a wall (used to hang things upon), a shed

(erected in a courtyard), a square of four buildings,
and a channel for the exit of water (after a rainfall),

must not be blocked up, when previously constructed.

26. A privy, a fireplace, a pit, or a receptacle
for leavings of food and other (rubbish), must never

be made very close to the house of another man.

27. A passage by which men and animals go to

and fro unprevented is called Sawsara^^a, and must

not be obstructed by any one.

28. He who purposely crowds such a place (by
carts and the like), or makes a pit, or plants trees,

or voids excrements, shall pay a Mashaka as a fine.

23. I read vai datta, with Viram., for vadeya or vadatta (Ratn.,

Viv.).

24. Viv. p. 124; Viram. p. 463; Ratn. p. 219.

25. Viv. p. 124; Viram. p. 465; Ratn. p. 219.
26. Viv. p. 125; Viram. p. 464; Ratn. p. 219 ; May. p. 135.

27. May. p. 136; Viv. p. 125 ; Ratn. p. 220; Viram. p. 464.
28. Viram. p. 465; May. p. 136.
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29. When a man has leased ground, he shall

sow and watch it, and reap the harvest in due season.

If he fails to do so, he shall be compelled to make

good the average value of the crop to the owner.

XX. Defamation.

1. Injury (parushya) is declared to be of two

kinds, harsh speeches and beating ;
each of these

two kinds is again divided into three species, and

the punishment is pronounced to be threefold.

2. Abuse of the first (or lowest) degree means

offensive language against, or defamation of, a

country, village, family, or the like, without (men-

tioning) an (individual ignominious) act.

3. Referring (in terms of contempt) to a man's

sister or mother, or charging him with a minor sin,

is termed abuse of a middling sort by the learned

in law.

4. Charging a man with taking forbidden food or

drinks, or taxing him with a mortal sin, or maliciously

exposing his weakest points, is termed abuse of the

highest degree.

5. When two persons abuse each other, their

punishment shall be equal, if they are equals in

caste ;
if one is inferior to the other, his punishment

shall be double
;
for a superior, half (of the ordinary

punishment) is ordained.

29. Viv. p. 129; Ratn. p. 229.

XX, I. Ratn. p. 243; Viv. p. 138. The former work reads

'two species.'

2-4. Ratn. pp. 243, 244 ;
Viv. p. 138 ; May. p. 137 ;

Viram. p.

483.
' Terms of contempt' in 3 means filthy speeches, such as 'I

shall visit your sister or mother.'

5^.
Ratn. p. 245; Viram. p. 484.

A a 2
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6. When persons equal in caste and qualities

abuse one another, the punishment ordained for

them in the system of law is thirteen Pa^^as and a

half.

7. For a Brahman abusing a Kshatriya, the fine

shall be half of a hundred (fifty Pa;eas) ;
for abusing

a Vai^ya, half of fifty (twenty-five Pa;^as) ;
for abus-

ing a ^Siidra, twelve and a half

8. This punishment has been declared for (abus-

ing) a virtuous ^'iadra who has committed no wrong ;

no offence is imputable to a Brahman for abusing (a

vSudra) devoid of virtue.

9. A Vai^ya shall be fined a hundred (Pa;^as) for

reviling a Kshatriya ; a Kshatriya reviling a Vaii-ya

shall have to pay half of that amount as a fine.

10. In the case of a Kshatriya reviling a KS'udra,

the fine shall be twenty Pa;^?as
;

in the case of a

Vai^ya, the double amount is declared to be the

proper fine by persons learned in law.

11. A KS'udra shall be compelled to pay the first

fine for abusing a Vai^ya ;
the middling fine (for

abusing) a Kshatriya ;
and the highest fine (for

abusing) a Brahman.

12. (A K^udra) teaching the precepts of religion,

or uttering the words of the Veda, or insulting a

Brahman, shall be punished by cutting out his

tongue.

13. (A man) reviling a sister or other (relation) of

6. Ratn. p. 247 ;
Viram. p. 483.

7-1 1. Ratn. pp. 251, 252 ;
Viram. p. 485.

7. May. p. 138.

12. May. p. 138; Viram. p. 486; Viv. p. 141 ;
Ratn. p. 252.

13. Ratn. p. 250; Viram. p. 485. The latter work reads vipra-

dika;;?,
' a Brahman or other person,' for svasradikam,

' a sister or

other relative.'
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another person shall give a fine amounting to fifty

Pa«as.

14. He who reviles a person's native country or

other (belongings of his), shall be fined twelve

Pa;^as and a half. He who through arrogance

imputes an offence to him, shall be compelled to

pay the first fine.

1 5. This gradation of fines has been declared by
me, subject to modification by the sages, in con-

formity with the (particular caste or qualities of a)

man, so as either to remain as declared, or to be

reduced or raised.

XXI. Assault.

1. Injuring (a man) with a hand, stone, club, or

(throwing at him) ashes, or mud, or dust, or (attack-

ing him with) a weapon, is termed assault.

2. Throwing ashes or the like (at a man), or

striking him with a hand or the like, is (termed) an

assault of the first degree ;
the fine to be inflicted in

that case shall amount to a Masha.

3. This fine is ordained for (an assault on) equals
in caste

; (for assaults) on another man s wife or on

a superior, it shall be twofold or threefold, according
to the sages, according to the rank (of the person

injured).

4. He who having been abused returns the abuse,

or having been beaten returns the blow, or strikes

an offender down, commits no wrong.

14, 15. Vtram. p. 488 ; Ratn. p. 257.

XXI, I. Ratn. p. 259.

2, 3. Ratn. p. 261
;
Viv. p. 144.

'4. May. p. 139; Viram. p. 472 ;
Viv. p. 153; Ratn. p. 276.
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5. When a person throws gravel, stones, or pieces

of wood at another, the first (or lowest) fine shall be

inflicted on him. When they mutually strike one

another with a hand or foot, it shall amount to ten

or twenty Pa;^as respectively.

6. The second fine shall be imposed when two

persons in anger use weapons against one another
;

when a wound has been inflicted, the punishment
shall be fixed by experts, corresponding to the

severity of the hurt.

7. For injuring (a person) with bricks, stones, or a

wooden club, (the fine shall be) two Mashas
;
the

double fine shall be inflicted, according to the sages,

when blood flows.

8. For tearing the skin, the first (or lowest) fine

(shall be inflicted) ;
for tearing the flesh, the second

fine
;
for breaking a bone, the highest fine

;
for

killing, capital punishment.

9. For breaking the ear, nose, or hand (of a

person), or injuring his teeth, or feet, the second fine

shall be inflicted ;
and double of that, for entirely

cutting off (any of those limbs).

10. He who injures a limb, or divides it, or cuts

it off, shall be compelled to pay the expense of

curing it
;
and (he who forcibly took an article in a

quarrel, shall restore) his plunder.
1 1 . When a man has been beaten in a solitary

place, or when no wound is seen, the offender shall

5. Ratn. p. 263 ;
Viv. p. 145 ; Viram. p. 473.

6, 7. Viram. p. 474; Viv. p. 147; Ratn. p. 264.

8, 9. Viv. p. 148.

10. Viv. p. 153; Ratn. p. 270; Vtram. p. 477.

11, 12. Ratn. p. 273.
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be found out by circumstantial evidence or by an

oath or ordeal.

1 2. When he has been struck in the interior of a

house, or in a wood, or at night, and blood becomes

visible, one shall not examine witnesses.

13. When two persons strike simultaneously, the

punishment shall be equal for both
;

the first

aggressor and he who is a habitual mischief-maker

shall be compelled to pay a larger fine.

14. When a low person offends a man in high

position by harsh words or the like, that man must

not be persecuted by the king if he beats his

aggressor.

15. Persons begotten in the inverse order of

castes, and members of the lowest caste, are called

the refuse of society ;
should they insult a Brahman,

they shall be corporally punished, and shall never be

amerced in a fine.

16. He who employs at an improper time, for

drawing or carrying, tired, or hungry, or thirsty

animals, shall be compelled to atone for it in the

same way as a cow-killer, or to pay the first fine.

XXII. Robbery and Violence.

1. Homicide, theft, assault on another man's wife,

and the two kinds of injury (abuse and assault) are

the four species of violence (Sahasa).

2. Thieves are declared to be of two kinds, open
and concealed. These are subdivided a thousand-

13. Ratn. p. 275. 14. Ratn. p. 276.

15. Ratn. p. 277. 16. Ratn. p. 280.

XXII, I. May. p. 145.

2-4. Ratn. p. 289 ;
Vtram. p. 491.
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fold, according to their skill, ability, and mode of

cheating.

3. (Fraudulent) traders, quacks, gamblers, (corrup-

tible) judges, those who accept bribes, cheats, persons

(pretending) to know how to interpret evil omens, or

to practise propitiatory rites, low artists, forgers,

4. (Hired servants) refusing to do their work,

(roguish) umpires, perjured witnesses, and, lastly,

jugglers : these are termed open thieves.

5. Housebreakers, highwaymen, robbers of bipeds
or quadrupeds, thieves of clothes and the like, and

stealers of grain, should be considered secret thieves.

6. (Thieves or robbers) having been found out

by the king's attendants by their associating (with

thieves) or by marks of their criminality, or by their

being possessed of stolen goods, shall be compelled
to restore their plunder, and shall be visited with

punishments ordained in law.

7. A merchant who conceals the blemish of an

article which he is selling, or mixes bad and good
articles together, or sells (old articles) after repairing

them, shall be compelled to give the double quantity

(to the purchaser) and to pay a fine equal (in

amount) to the value of the article.

8. A physician who, though unacquainted with

drugs and spells, or ignorant of the nature of a

disease, yet takes money from the sick, shall be

punished like a thief.

9. Gamblers playing with false dice, prostitutes,

5. Ratn. p. 292. 6. Viv. p. 157; Ratn. p. 293.

7-15. Ratn. pp. 297, 306-311, 314; May. p. 142; Viram. p.

492 ;
Viv. pp. 159-165. The readings of the Ratnakara have been

followed throughout, in preference to those found in the other

works.
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those who appropriate what belongs to the king,

and those who cheat an association, are pronounced
to be impostors, and punishable as such.

10. Judges passing an unjust sentence, those who
live by taking bribes, and those who disappoint
confidence (placed in them) : all such persons shall

be banished.

11. Those who, without knowing the science of

stars, or portents, expound them to the people
from avarice, shall be punished by all means.

12. Those who show themselves in public wearing
a staff, a skin, and the like (insignia of a religious

order), and injure mankind by deceiving them, shall

be corporally punished by the king's officers.

13. Those who by artificially getting up articles

of small value cause them to appear very valuable,

and deceive women or children (by doing so), shall

be punished in proportion to their gain.

14. Those who make false gold or factitious gems
or coral shall be compelled to restore their price to

the purchaser, and to pay the double amount to the

king as a fine.

15. Arbitrators who cheat either party from par-

tiality, avarice or some other motive, and witnesses

who give false evidence, shall be compelled to pay
twice the amount (in dispute) as a fine.

16. Those who procure gain by means of spells

or medicines (shall be compelled to give up) their

gain; those who practise incantations with roots

shall be banished by the ruler of the land.

17. Housebreakers shall be compelled to relin-

quish their plunder and be impaled on a stake after-

10. Ratn. p. 315.

17. Ratn. p. 317 ; May. p. 143 ;
Viram. p. 494 ; Viv. p. 166.
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wards, and highwaymen shall be bound and hanged

by the neck from a tree.

1 8. Those who have kidnapped a man shall be

burned by the king with a fire kept up with straw
;

the stealer of a woman (shall be placed) on a bed of

hot iron, or burned with a fire kept up with straw.

19. Stealers of grain shall be compelled to give
ten times as much (to the owner), and the double

amount as a fine
;
a cow-stealer shall have his nose

cut off, and shall be plunged into water, after having
been fettered.

20. When a man takes grass, wood, flowers, or

fruit without asking permission to do so, he deserves

to have a hand cut off.

21. On him who steals more than ten kumbhas

of grain, corporal punishment (or execution) shall be

inflicted
; (for stealing) less than that, a man shall be

fined eleven times the quantity stolen, and shall re-

store his property to the owner.

22. When a religious man and diligent reader of

the Veda has committed theft, he shall be kept in

prison for a long time, and shall be caused to perform
a penance after having been compelled to restore

the stolen goods to the owner.

23. Hear now (the law regarding) theft coupled
with violence, which springs from either wrath or

avarice.

18. Ratn. p. 317 ;
Viv. p. 166.

19. Ratn. p. 322; Viram. p. 494; May. p. 143.

20. Ratn. p. 329; Viv. p. 174. 21. Viv. p. 169.

22. Ratn. p. 331; Viv. p. 176. Under the version found in the

latter work, the punishment does not take place when the Brahman

performs a penance.

23. Viram. p. 503.
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24. It IS declared to be threefold, as it may be

(theft or violence) of the lowest, second, or highest

kind
;
the punishment in each case should also be of

the lowest, middlijig, or highest sort, according to

the (nature of the) article (stolen or injured).

25. He who destroys or takes implements of hus-

bandry, an embankment, flowers, roots, or fruit, shall

be fined a hundred (Pa^^as) or more, according (to

the nature of his offence).

26. So one injuring or stealing cattle, clothes,

food, drinks, or household utensils, shall be com-

pelled to pay a fine of not less than two hundred

(Pawas), like a thief.

27. In the case of women, men, gold, gems, the

property of a deity or Brahman, silk, and (other)

precious things, the fine shall be equal to the value

(of the article stolen).

28. Or the double amount shall be inflicted by
the king as a fine

;
or the thief shall be executed, to

prevent a repetition (of the offence).

29. Violence is declared to be of five sorts, and of

these, manslaughter is declared to be the worst;

those who have perpetrated it, shall not be amerced

in a fine, they shall be put to death by all means.

30. Both notorious murderers and secret assassins

shall be put to death by the king by various modes

of execution, after their property has been duly
seized.

31. When several persons in a passion beat a

single individual (and kill him), the responsibility

24-28. Ratn. p. 350; May. p. 147.

29, 30. Ratn. p. 371; Viv. p. 192.

30. May. p. 145; Viram. p. 501.

31-33. Ratn. p. 373; Viv. p. 194.
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for his death shall be charged to him who strikes

the fatal blow.

32. He who struck the fatal blow shall have to

atone for his offence as directed
;
the first aggressor

and the associates shall be punished half as much.

33. The decision should "be given after carefully-

ascertaining by signs the less or greater severity of

a wound, the seat of vital power, the strength (of

the murdered individual), and the repetition (of the

blows or cuts).

34. Where the corpse is found, but the murderer

cannot be discovered, the king shall trace him by

drawing an inference from previous enmities of his.

35. His immediate neighbours, and their neigh-

bours, as well as his friends, enemies, and relatives,

shall be questioned by the king's officers, employing
towards them the (four) expedients of conciliation

and so forth.

36. The (guilty) person may be found out from

his keeping bad company, from signs (of the crime

committed), and from the possession of stolen pro-

perty. Thus has been declared the method of

discovering murderers and robbers.

37. He who has been arrested on suspicion and

does not confess his guilt, shall clear himself (from

suspicion) by ordeal
;
this rule holds good for causes

of every sort.

38. He who has been cleared of guilt by ordeal

shall be released
;
he who has been convicted shall

be put to death. By punishment (of the wicked)

34-36. Ratn. p. 377 ;
Viv. p. 197 (the better version).

35. The three other expedients are, bribery, intimidation, and

violence.

37, 38. Ratn. pp. 377, 378; Viv. p. 198.
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and release (of the virtuous), the renown and re-

ligious merit of a king is increased.

XXIII. Adultery.

1. The two kinds of injury (abuse and assault) and

the three kinds of violence have been declared.

Learn the threefold (offence of) adultery, which is

productive of sin.

2. The two first kinds of it are connected with

violence and deception respectively, the third kind

springs from sensual desire
;
the last is again of three

sorts, being of the first, second, or highest degree.

3. When a man has intercourse with a woman in

secret against her will, when she is asleep, or dis-

ordered in her intellect, or does not notice his ap-

proach, it is (termed) forcible enjoyment of a woman.

4. When he conducts her into his house under

false pretences, and after giving her intoxicating

drugs, has intercourse with her, it is considered

fraudulent enjoyment of a woman.

5. When a man exchanges looks with a woman
or sends her messages, and has intercourse with her

impelled by sensuality, it has to be considered as

(adulterous intercourse) springing from sensual

desire.

6. Winking (at a woman), smiling (at her), sending
her messengers, and touching her ornaments or

clothes, is termed an adulterous act of the first (or

lowest) degree.

7. Sending perfumes, garlands, fruit, spirituous

liquor, food, or clothes, and conversing with her in

XXIII, 1-5. Viram. pp. 504, 505; Ratn. pp. 378, 379.

. 6-8. Viram. p. 505; Ratn. pp. 379, 380; Viv. p. 200.
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secret, is considered an adulterous act of the second

degree.
8. Sitting on the same bed, dallying, and kissing

or embracing each other, is defined as an adulterous

act of the highest degree by persons acquainted with

law.

9. For these three gradations of adultery, the

first, middling, and highest fines shall be inflicted

respectively ;
the fine shall be even higher than

that, in the case of a very rich man.

10. (The king) shall confiscate the whole wealth

of him who violates an unwilling woman, and having
caused his penis and scrotum to be cut off, shall

cause him to be paraded on an ass.

11. When a man enjoys a woman by fraud, his

punishment shall be confiscation of his entire wealth,

and he shall afterwards be branded with the mark of

a female part and banished from the town.

12. The highest fine (shall be inflicted for con-

nexion) with a woman of equal caste
;
half of that

(for connexion) with a woman of inferior caste
;
but

a man who has connexion with a woman of higher

caste than his own, shall be put to death.

13. When a woman has been enjoyed against her

9. Ratn. p. 384 ;
Viram. p. 506 ;

Viv. p. 202
; May. p. 149. The

Mayukha as printed reads this text differently, but one MS. of it

agrees with the other compilations.

10. Ratn. p. 388 ;
Viv. p. 212; May. p. 148.

11. 12. Ratn. p. 389; Viv. p. 213; May. p. 149. The reading

of the Mayukha seems to be wrong. This rule (12) is declared to

apply to those cases where force or deception has not been used.

Ratn., Viv.

II. Viram. p. 506.

13, 14. Ratn. p. 400. For the li.rtkkhv2i (Pra^apatya) and Paraka

penances, see Manu XI, 212, 216.
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will, she shall be kept in the house well guarded,

smeared (with ashes), lying on a low couch, and

receiving a bare maintenance only.

14. To atone for her sin, she shall be caused to

perform the Y^rikkhx^L or Pardka penance, in case

she had intercourse with her equal in caste
;
but

if she has been enjoyed by a man of inferior caste,

she shall be abandoned and put to death.

15. When a woman comes to a man's house and

excites his concupiscence by touching him or the

like acts, she shall be punished ;
half of her punish-

ment shall be inflicted on the man.

16. Her nose, lips, and ears having been cut off,

she shall be paraded in the streets and plunged into

water
;
or she shall be torn to pieces by dogs in a

public place frequented by many persons.

XXIV. Duties of Man and Wife.

1. The whole set of commandments concern-

ing adultery has thus been stated
;

listen to me

proclaiming the conduct prescribed for man and

wife.

2. A woman must be restrained from slight trans-

gressions even by her relations
; by night and by

day she must be watched by her mother-in-law and

other wives belonging to the family.

3. A father who does not give his daughter in

15. Viram. p. 513; Viv. p. 217.

16. Viv. p. 217.

XXIV, I. Ratn. p. 409; Col. Dig. IV, i, i.

2. Ratn. p. 411; Col. Dig. IV, i, 12.

3. Ratn. p. 412; Col. Dig. IV, i, 15; Viv. p. 220. Regarding
the time favourable for procreation, see Manu III, 46.
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marriage in proper time (before she has reached

maturity), a husband who has not connexion with

his wife at the time favourable for procreation, and

a son who does not support his mother: all such

deserve contempt and shall be punished as ordained

in law.

4. .Employing (a woman) in the receipt and ex-

penditure (of wealth), in the preparation of food, in

the preservation of domestic utensils, in purification,

and in the care of the (sacred household) fire, is

declared to be the (best) way of guarding women.

5. Let not a woman reside in another man's house,

separated from her father, husband, or sons
; by

(giving way to) malicious propensities, particularly,

she is sure to lose her reputation.

6. Rising before (the others), paying reverence to

the elders of the family, preparing food and condi-

ments, and using a low seat and bed : thus have the

duties of women been declared.

7. Drinking (spirituous liquor), rambling abroad,

sleeping by day, and neglect of her daily duties, are

faults disgracing a woman.

8. That wife is declared to be devoted to her

husband who is afflicted when he is afflicted, pleased

when he is happy, squalid and languid when he is

absent, and who dies when he dies.

9. While her husband is absent, a woman must

avoid decorating herself, as well as dancing, singing,

4. Ratn. p. 416; Col. Dig. IV, i, 31 ;
Viram. p. 419.

5. Ratn. p. 427.

6. Ratn. p. 428 ;
Col. Dig. IV, 2, 90.

7. Ratn. p. 431; Col. Dig. IV, 2, 100.

8. Ratn. p. 436; Col. Dig. IV, 2, 107. See 11.

9. Ratn. p. 439; Col. Dig. IV. 2, 118.
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looking on at public spectacles or festivals, and using

meat or intoxicating drinks.

10. A wife practising religious austerities, fasting

and preserving her chastity, self-controlled and liberal

always, goes to heaven even though she have no son.

11. A wife is considered half the body (of her

husband), equally sharing the result of his good
or wicked deeds

;
whether she ascends the pile after

him, or chooses to survive him leading a virtuous

life, she promotes the welfare of her husband.

12. The Niyoga (appointment of a widow to raise

offspring to her deceased lord) has been declared

by Manu, and again prohibited by the same
;
on

account of the successive deterioration of the (four)

ages of the world, it must not be practised by mortals

(in the present age) according to law.

13. In the ages Kma, Treta, and Dvdpara, men

were imbued with devotion and sacred knowledge ;

in the (present or) Kali age, a decrease of its power
has been ordained for the human race.

14. The various sons who were appointed by
ancient sages cannot be adopted now by men of the

present age, as they are destitute of power.

XXV. The Law of Inheritance.

I. After the death of both parents, division of the

property among brothers has been ordained (to take

10. Ratn. p. 443 ;
Col. Dig. IV, 3, 138.

II. Ratn. p. 442 ;
Col. Dig. IV, 3, 132. It appears from these

texts that Bnliaspati advocates the custom of Sati (self-immolation

of the widow) as an optional rite only, in common with Vishwu and

other Indian legislators and jurists.

12-14. Ratn. pp. 449, 450 ;
Col. Dig. V, 4, 279 and IV, 4, 157.

See Manu I, 81-86; IX, 56-70.

XXV, I. Col. Dig. V, 2, 99,115 ;
D. 11, I ; May. p. 39 ;

V. p. 46 ;

[33] B b
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place). It may take place even In their lifetime, If

the mother be past child-bearing.

2. Houses and landed property Inherited from an

ancestor shall be shared equally by the father and

sons
;
but the sons cannot claim a share of their

father's own property without the consent of the

father.

3. Of property acquired by the grandfather,

whether Immovable or movable, father and son are

declared to be entitled to equal shares.

4. Those (sons) for whom their shares have been

arranged by the father, whether equal, less, or

greater, must be compelled to abide by such

arrangement. Otherwise (If they try to alter the

arrangement), they shall be punished.

5. When a partition Is made during (the father s)

life, the father shall reserve a couple of shares for

himself.

6. The worship of the Manes, gods, and Brahmans

by those residing (together) and cooking their food

(in one house) is single. But when they divide the

Ratn. p. 462. The author of the Dayabhaga and other writers

of the Bengal school hold that this rule applies to ancestral wealth

only, and that, moreover, the consent of the father is required in

every division of his property during his lifetime. In the other

schools of law, this text is given its plain meaning.
2. Col. Dig. V, 2, 94 ('Vyasa'); May. p. 39. The Mayukha

deduces from this text the doctrine, generally held by the followers

of the Mitakshara, that partition of property inherited from a

grandfather or more remote ancestor may be instituted by sons

even against their father's wish.

3. Col. Dig. V, 2, 93; D. II, 50; V. p. 66; May. p. 43.

4. Col. Dig. V, I, 31; D. II, 75; V. p. 56; Ratn. p. 468.

5. Col. Dig. V, 2, 97; D. II, 46; Ratn. p. 465.
6- V. pp. 53, 257 ; Ratn. p. 459 ;

Viv. p. 227 ;
Col. Dig. V, 6,

388. _
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property, (the worship) takes place separately in each

house.

7. Partition among coparceners is declared to be

of two kinds ;. one is with attention to priority of

birth, the other consists of the allotment of equal
shares.

8. All sons of the twice-born, begotten on women

equal in caste (to their husbands), shall take equal

shares, after giving a preferential share to the

eldest.

9. He who is the first by birth, sacred knowledge,
or good qualities, shall take a couple of shares out

of the partible wealth, and the rest shall take equal
shares

;
but he stands to them in the relation of a

father, as it were.

10. When they divide their fathers heritage, all

the sons shall share alike ; but he who is distinguished

by sacred knowledge and virtue, shall obtain a greater
share (than the rest).

11. They are parents in the true sense of the term

who have a son whose fame is spread in the world

for sacred knowledge, cleverness, valour, wealth, and

for knowledge, liberality, and pious acts.

12. In property belonging to the grandfather
which had been taken aw^ay and has been (after-

wards) recovered by the father through his own

7. Col. Dig. V, I, 30; D. II, 80.

8. Col. Dig. V, I, 53; D. II, 42.

9. Col. Dig. V, I, 45; D. II, 42 ;
V. p. 67 ;

Viv. p. 235.

10. Col. Dig. V, I, 67 ; V, 3, 116.

11. Col. Dig. V, 3, 116; Ratn. p. 484.

12. 13. Col. Dig. V, 2, 90; D. VI, 2, 34; V. p. 126; May. p.

40; Ratn. p. 461. Some compilations read bhaga/«, 'withhold it

from partition,' for bhoga/;?,
* consume it/

B b 2
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ability, as well as In property acquired by sacred

knowledge, valour In arms, &c., the father's owner-

ship has been declared.

13. He may make a gift out of that property, or

even consume It, at his will. But In his default, his

sons are pronounced to be equal sharers.

14. Whatever has been acquired by all together,

in that property they all have equal shares. Their

sons, whether unequal or equal (In number), are

declared (to be) heirs of the shares of their (respec-

tive) fathers.

15. When there are many sons sprung from one

father, equal in caste and number, but born of

different mothers, a legal division (of the property)

may be effected by adjusting the shares according to

the mothers.

16. (When there are several brothers) equal in

caste, but varying in number (of sons begotten with

each wife), a division according to males is ordained.

17. When step-brothers born of different mothers

or uterine brothers have come to a division with

their father, afterborn brothers shall take their

father's share.

18. A son born before (partition) has no claim to

the paternal wealth
;
nor (can) a brother's wealth (be

claimed by) one born after partition.

19. Whatever has been acquired, with his own

14. Ratn. p. 481; Apararka.

15. Col. Dig. V, I, 62
;
D. Ill, i, 12

; May. p. 46 ;
V. p. 76;

Ratn. p. 975.

16. Col. Dig. V, I, 63 ; May. p. 46 ;
V. p. 76.

17,18. Col. Dig. V, 2,100; D. VII, 5 ;
V. p. 93 ;

Ratn. p. 538.
18. M. I, 6, 4; V. p. 219.

19. M.I, 6, 6; Col. Dig. V, 7, 392.
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effort, by a father who has come to a partition with

his sons, all that belongs to the son born after

partition. Those born before it are declared to

have no right.

20. In regard to the property as well as regards

debts, gifts, pledges, and purchases, they are inde-

pendent of each other, excepting impurity (caused

by a death) and offerings consisting of water

libations.

21. Should there be younger brothers, whose

initiation has not been performed, they must be

initiated by the other brothers (the expense being

defrayed) out of the family property (inherited) from

the father.

22. Whether partition has or has not been made,

whenever an heir comes forward, he shall receive a

share of such wealth as he can prove to be the joint

property (of the family).

23. Whether it be a debt, or a document, or house,

or field, which has been inherited from the paternal

grandfather, he shall take his proper share of it,

when he returns after a protracted absence even.

24. When a man has gone abroad, leaving the

joint estate of his family, his share must undoubtedly

be given to his descendant who has returned from

abroad.

25. Whether he be the third or the fifth or

even the seventh in descent, he shall receive the

share belonging to him by right of succession, his

19, 20. Ratn. p. 539; May. p. 47 ; D.VII, 6
;
V. pp. 93, 219.

21. Col. Dig. V, 3, 132 ; May. p. 48 ;
V. p. 86

;
Viv. p. 277.

22-26. Col. Dig. V, 7, 394; D. VIII, 1-3; Ratn. p. 540.

24-26. Viv. p. 241.

25. May. p. 46.
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birth and family name having been ascertained

(first).

26. He whom indigenous inhabitants and neigh-
bours know to be the (legal) owner, to the descen-

dants of that man must the land be surrendered by
his kinsmen, when they make their appearance.

27. Let Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vai^yas, and

^'tadras, begotten in order by a Brahman, take four,

three, two shares, and one share, in succession.

28. Let those begotten by a Kshatriya (take) three

shares, two shares, and one share (respectively). Let

those begotten by a Vaii^ya take two shares and one

share.

29. The son by a Kshatriya wife, if elder by birth

and endowed with superior qualities, shall take an

equal share with the Brahman (son) ;
and so shall a

son by a Vai^ya wife (share equally) with a Ksha-

triya son.

30. Land obtained by acceptance of a gift must

never be given to the son of a Kshatriya woman or

other (wife inferior in caste to her husband). Though
their father may have given it to them, the son by a

Brahman wife shall take it after, the death (of the

father).

31. An obedient and excellent son of a man

having no other male issue, shall receive a mainten-

ance (though he be born) of a ^Sudra woman
;
let the

Sapi;2^as take the remainder.

27. U^^vala, p. 79; Varadara^a, p. 19.

28. Varadara^a, p. 19.

29. Col. Dig. V, 3, 156; D. IX, 15; V. p. 98.

30. Col. Dig. V, 3, 161; D. IX, 19; M. 1, 4, 36, I, 8, 8; May.
p. 46; V. p. 99; Viv. p. 272.

31. Col. Dig. V, 3, 168; D. IX, 28; Viv. p. 274; May. p. 47.
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32. A son begotten with a .S'ljdra woman by a

twice-born man is not entitled to a share of the

landed property ;
one begotten with a woman of

equal caste shall take all. Thus has the law been

settled.

33. Of the thirteen sons mentioned in succession

by Manu, the legitimate son of the body (Aurasa)
and the appointed daughter (Putriki) continue the

family.

34. As in default of ghee, oil is admitted by the

virtuous as a substitute (at sacrifices), so are the

eleven sons (admitted as substitutes), in default of

a legitimate son of the body and of an appointed

daughter.

35. No one but a legitimate son of the body is

declared to be heir of his fathers wealth. An

appointed daughter is said to be equal to him. All

the others are stated to have a claim to maintenance

(only).

36. Because a son (Putra) saves his father from

the hell called Put by the very sight of his face,

therefore should a man be anxious to beget a son.

37. Both a son's son and the son of an appointed

daughter cause a man to attain heaven. Both are

pronounced to be equal as regards their right of

inheritance and the duty of offering funeral balls of

meal (PinddLs),

32. Col. Dig. V, 3, 164; V. p. 99; Ratn. p. 534. The Ratnakara

after this text inserts two other texts on the right of a Nishada

son, which are elsewhere attributed to Devala.

33, 34. V. p. 120. See Manu IX, 126, 158-160.

35. Col. Dig. V, 4, 215; Viv. p. 285; V. p. 121.

36. Col. Dig. V, 4, 304. punnamno narakat putra^ pitaraw trdyate

yata^ I mukhasawdarjanenapi tadutpattau yateta sa^ II

37. Col. Dig. V, 4, 304; %^'ala, p. 80.
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38. Gautama has declared that a daughter is

appointed after performing a sacrifice to Agni and

Pra^apati ;
others have said that she is an appointed

daughter (Putrika) who was merely supposed to be

one (before her birth) by a man having no male

issue.

39. The other sons, beginning with the son

begotten on a wife (Kshetra^a), shall (respectively)

take a fifth, a sixth, and a seventh part.

40. The son given, the son cast off, the son

bought, the son made (or adopted), the son by a

.Sudra wife : these, when pure by caste 9,nd irre-

proachable as to their conduct, are considered sons

of middle rank.

41. The son begotten on a wife (Kshetra^a) is

despised by the virtuous
;
and so are the son be-

gotten on a woman twice married, the son of an

unmarried damsel, the son received with the wife,

and the son secretly born.

42. Though born of a wife of the same caste, a

son destitute of good qualities is unworthy to obtain

the paternal wealth
;

it shall go to those learned

(kinsmen) who offer the funeral ball of meal (Pi;e^a)

for the father.

43. A son redeems his father from the highest

38. Col. Dig. V, 4, 225 ;
Ratn. p. 562. See Gautama XXVIII,

18.

39. Col. Dig. V, 4, 246; Ratn. p. 545; V. p. 125. The Virami-

trodaya reads samabhagina^ for sapta bhagina>^,
' The other five

or six sons beginning with the wife's son are equal sharers.' Re-

garding the wife's son (Kshetra^a), see Manu IX, 167 ; Brz'haspati

XXIV, 12-14.

40. 41. Col. Dig. V, 4, 202
;
V. p. 128; Ratn. p. 552.

42, 43. May. p. loi.

42-45- Col.Dig.V,4,264;V, 319; D.V,4; V.p.256; Viv.p.242.
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and lowest debts
; consequently there is no use of

him who acts otherwise.

44. What can be done with a cow which neither

gives milk nor is (ever) pregnant ? What is the

good of a son being born who is neither learned nor

virtuous ?

45. A son who is destitute of learning, valour, and

wealth, void of devotion and insight, and unobservant

of good custom, such a son is declared to be no

better than urine and faeces.

46. In the revealed texts (of the Veda), in the

traditional law (of the Smr/tis), and in popular usage,

the wife is declared to be half the body (of her

husband), equally sharing the outcome of good and

evil acts.

47. Of him whose wife is not dead, half his body
survives. How should any one else take the

property, while half (his) body lives "^

48. Although kinsmen (Sakulyas), although his

father and mother, although uterine brothers be

living, the wife of him who dies without leaving
male issue shall succeed to his share.

49. A wife deceased before (her husband) takes

away his consecrated fire (Agnihotra) ;
but if the

husband dies before the wife, she takes his pro-

perty, if she has been faithful to him. This is an

eternal law.

50. After having received all the movable and

immovable property, the gold, base metals and

grain, liquids and wearing apparel, she shall cause

46. See XXIV, 11.

46-52. Col. Dig. V, 8,399; V. 8, 416; D. XI, 1,2; Ratn.p. 589.

46-49. V. pp. 141, 142. 47. M. II, I, 6.

48-52. Viv. pp. 289, 290.
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his monthly, sixmonthly, and annual ^'raddhas to be

performed.

5 1 . Let her propitiate with funeral oblations and

pious liberality her husband's paternal uncles, Gurus,

daughter's sons, sister's sons, and maternal uncles ;

also aged or helpless persons, guests, and women

(belonging to the family).

52. Should agnates (Sapi;/^as) or cognates (Ban-

dhavas) or enemies injure the property, let the king
inflict on them the punishment destined for a thief.

53. The husband being separated (in interests

from his former coparceners), his wife shall take

after his death a pledge and whatever else is re-

cognised as property, excepting the immovable

wealth.

54. A wife, tfiough preserving her character and

though partition have been made, is unworthy to

obtain immovable property. Food or a portion of

the arable land shall be given to her at will (for her

support).

55. The wife Is declared to succeed to her hus-

band's property, and In her default, the daughter.

56. A daughter, like a son, springs from each

member of a man
; how then should any other

mortal inherit the father's property while she lives ?

57. Equal in caste (to her father) and married to

a man of the same caste as her own, virtuous,

habitually submissive, she shall Inherit her father's

property, whether she may have been (expressly)

appointed or not.

53, 54. May. p. 77; V. pp. 134, 135. 173'

55, 56. M. II, 2, 2; Smri'tik. (K. Iyer's translation) XI, 2, 113.

56-58. Col. Dig. V, 4, 224; D. XI, 2, 8, 17 ;
V. pp. 176, 180,

183 ;
Viv. pp. 292-294. 56, 57. Ratn. p. 591.
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58. As her father's wealth becomes her property,

though kinsmen be in existence, even so her son

becomes the owner of his mother s and maternal

grandfather's wealth.

59. In default of them, uterine brothers or bro-

ther's sons, agnates (Sakulyas) and cognates (Ban-

dhavas), pupils, or learned Brahmans are entitled to

the inheritance.

60. When a man dies leaving no issue, nor wife,

nor brother, nor father, nor mother, all his Sapi;^^as

shall divide his property in due shares.

61. Half the entire wealth, however, shall first be

set apart for the benefit of the deceased (owner) and

carefully assigned for his monthly, sixmonthly, and

annual 6'raddhas.

62. When there are several relatives, agnates

(Sakulyas), and cognates (Bandhavas), whosoever of

them is the nearest shall take the wealth of him who
died leaving no issue.

63. When a man dies without leaving either wife

or male issue, the mother has to be considered as

her son's heiress, or a brother (may succeed) if she

consents to it.

64. But on his death the mother shall take a

son's share. The mothers shall share equally with

the sons, the maidens shall take fourth-part shares.

59. Col. Dig. V, 8, 422 ; D. XI, 2, 26.
' In default of them,'

i. e. of a daughter or daughter's son.

59-62. Col. Dig. V, 8, 437; Ratn. p. 595.

60. v. p. 216. 61. D. XI, 6, 13.

62. v. p. 194 ; May. p. 81.

63. Col. Dig. V, 8, 423; v. p. 191; Viv. p. 293; D. XI, 3, 2.

64. Col. Dig. V, 2, 85 ; v. pp. 81, 84, &c. ' On his death,' i.e.

on the father's death. For tanayawsasamawsini,
'

shall take a

son's share,' the Viramitrodaya reads tanaya va sama/;/sini,
*

or the
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65, 66. To a father the funeral ball (PmdR) and

water oblation shall be offered by his son
;
in default

of a son, the widow (succeeds) ;
in her default, a

uterine brother
;

in default of him, the co-heirs

(dayada/^) ; afterwards, the property goes to the

daughter's son,

67. Should a Kshatriya, Vai.^ya, or ^S^udra die

without leaving male issue, or wife, or brother, their

property shall be taken (as escheat) by the king, for

he is the lord of all.

68. Except in the case of a Brahman
;
but a king

bent on the practice of virtue must allot a mainten-

ance to his women. Thus has the law of inheritance

been declared.

69. For her food (he must assign) a Prastha of

rice every afternoon, together with fuel, and one

dress purchased for three Pa;2as must be giv^n to

her every three months.

70. What is left after setting apart property suffi-

daughter shall take an equal share/ Va^aspatimijra, Kamalakara,

Nandapa«(/ita, and other commentators explain the term matara^,
'

mothers,' as denoting step-mothers who have no issue, whereas in

the first clause the term ' mother
'

(^anani), according to them,

denotes a woman who has male issue. It seems more natural,

however, to interpret the term ' mother
'

in the same way in both

clauses. Vishwu (XVIII, 34, 35) has the analogous precept that

mothers and maiden daughters shall receive shares corresponding

to the shares of sons. Vish;/u*s rule relates to a division of property

among sons differing in caste, and the present text of BnTiaspati

seems to apply to the same case.

65, 66. Apararka; Smrhik. XI, 4, 19 (Iyer). These texts are

quoted in some works only, and it is certainly difficult to reconcile

them with the other texts of Bnliaspati on inheritance.

67. Col. Dig. V, 8, 446 ;
D. XI, i, 49 ; May. p. 83 ;

Viv. p. 298.

68-71. Nandapaw/ita's Vai^ayanti ; U^^vala, p. 82
; Gautamiya

Mitakshara. The reading in 7 1 is uncertain.
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cient for the expense of her dress, food, and for the

washerman, shall be made over to the co-heirs.

71. (The widow) shall recite the Dhdmavasanika

prayer in the evening, bathe frequently, and pay no

regard to dwelling, food, or clothing after her hus-

band's death.

72. He who (having been divided) is again living,

through affection, together with his father or brother,

or with his uncle even, is said to be reunited with

them.

73. When brothers formerly divided are again

living together through affection and arrange a

second division, the right of primogeniture does not

accrue in that case.

74. When any one (brother) should die or anyhow
renounce worldly interests, his share is not lost

;
it

is allotted to his uterine brother.

75. If there be a sister, she is entitled to a share

of his property. This is the law regarding (the

wealth of) one destitute of issue, and who has no

wife or father.

^6. When two (coparceners) have again established

together, they shall mutually inherit their property.

^']. If among reunited coparceners any one should

acquire property through learning, valour, or other

(independent effort of his own), a double share must

be given to him
;
the rest shall take equal shares.

78. Whatever has been given by the paternal

72. Col. Dig. V, 8, 430; M. II, 9, 3; May. p. 84; V. pp. 40,

162, 205 ;
Viv. p. 300; D. XI, I, 30, XII, 3; Ratn. p. 605.

73-75- Col. Dig. V, 8, 407 ;
Viv. p. 302 ;

V. p. 159.

76. May. p. 88
;
Viv. p. 305 ;

Ratn. p. 602.

77. Col. Dig. V, 8, 460 ;
V. p. 205 ; May. p. 85 ; Viv. p. 302.

.78. May. p. 69; Smrni/^. (Iyer) VII, 23.
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grandfather, the father, or the mother, (all that)

shall not be taken from him (who possesses it) ; (he

may keep), likewise, property acquired by valour

and the wealth of his wife.

79. Those by whom clothes and the like articles

have been declared indivisible have not decided

properly. The wealth of the rich depends on clothes

and ornaments.

80. (Such wealth) when withheld from partition

will yield no profit ;
but neither can it be allotted to

a single (coparcener). Therefore it has to be divided

with some skill
;
or* else it would be useless.

81. Clothes and ornaments are divided by (dis-

tributing the proceeds after) selling them ;
a written

bond (concerning a debt, is divided) after recovering
the sum lent

; prepared food (is divided) by an ex-

change for (an equal amount of) unprepared food.

82. The water of a well or pool shall be drawn

and used according to need. A single female (slave)

shall be (successively) set to work at their houses

(by the several sharers) according to their shares (of

the inheritance).

St^, If there are many of them, they shall be

divided equally. The same rule applies to male

slaves as well. Property obtained for a pious pur-

pose shall be divided in equal shares.

84. Fields and embankments shall be divided

according to their several shares. A common (road

or) pasture-ground shall be always used by the co-

heirs in due proportion to their several shares.

79-84. Col. Dig. V, 5, 366; May. pp. 71, 72; Smr/ti/^. (Iyer)

VII, 41-43, &c. The arrangement of these texts varies in the

several M^orks.

Sob, 82. D.I, 10; V, 3.
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85. The clothes, ornaments, bed, and the like, as

well as the vehicle and the like, appertaining to the

father, shall be given to the person who partakes of

his funeral repast, after honouring him with fragrant

drugs and flowers.

86. Such property, whether immovable or other,

as has been given to women by their father-in-law,

can never be taken away from them by the co-heirs.

S'/. Stridhana goes to the children, and the

daughter if not betrothed has a share in it. If she

is married, she shall receive an honorary trifle only.

88. The mother's sister, the wife of a maternal

uncle, a paternal uncle's wife, a father's sister, a

mother-in-law, and an elder brother's wife are de-

clared to be equal to a mother.

89. If they have no legitimate son of the body,
nor (other) son, nor daughter's son, nor their son,

their sister's son, &c. shall inherit their property.

90. A heinous crime, (a claim regarding) immov-

able property, a deposit, and a previous partition

among co-heirs, have to be ascertained by cir-

cumstantial evidence, in default of documents and

witnesses.

91. A family feud, mutual malice, or the discovery

of stolen goods, may be evidence of a heinous crime
;

possession of the land may be proof of property ;

and separate property is an argument of partition.

85. M. I, 4, 17 ; May. p. 70; V. p. 250.

86. V. p. 174; Smn'iik. XI, i, 44.

87. Col. Dig. V, 9, 487 ;
D. IV, 2, 3 ;

Viv. p. 267 ;
V. p. 229.

The two first works read,
' she does not take her mother's wealth

'

for
* she shall receive an honorary trifle only.'

88,89. Col. Dig. V, 9,513; D.VI,3,3i; May. p. 98; V. p. 243.

90-92. Col. Dig. V, 6, 389 ;
D. XIV, 8.

90, 92. V. p. 261.
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92. Those who keep their income, expenditure,
and mortgages distinct, and engage in mutual trans-

actions in money-lending and trafific, are undoubtedly

separate.

93. Whether kinsmen are united or separate, they
are all alike as regards immovable property, as no

one of them has power in any case to give, mortgage,
or sell it.

94. 95- Whatever share is enjoyed by each, must
not be changed from him. If he should subsequently
contest a distribution, which was made with his own

consent, he shall be compelled by the king to content

himself with his share, and shall be punished if he

should persist in contention.

96. When the loan or mortgaging of joint property
is concealed with a fraudulent purpose, the king
shall recover it from the cheat by artifice, but not

use violence to extort it from him.

97. Cheats, robbers of wealth, crafty and covetous

men, shall be reclaimed by friendly expostulation,

by the loss of their own property, or by stra-

tagem.

98. Household utensils, beasts of burden and the

like, milch cattle, ornaments, and workmen have to

be divided on being discovered. When property is

(supposed to be) hidden, proof by sacred libation is

ordained.

92. May. p. 75; Viv. p. 313 ;
Ratn. p. 608.

93. M. I, I, 30; May. p. 76; V. pp. 87, 158; D. II, 27

(' Vyasa ').
For ' kinsmen

'

some works read '

coparceners
'

or
* co-heirs

'

(dayada^). The general meaning remains the same.

94. 95. Col. Dig. V, 6, 378; May. p. 76; V. pp. 258, 259.

96, 97. Col. Dig. V, 6, 379; Ratn. p. 526.

98. Smrztik. (Iyer) VI, 11.
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99. When there are many uterine brothers sprung
from one (father), and a son is born even to one of

them only, they all are declared to have male off-

spring (through that son).

100. The same rule is declared for a plurality of

wives of one (husband) ;
if one of them has male

issue, that (son) shall present the funeral ball of

meal to them all.

loi. (For one leaving no male issue), a brother,

or brother's son, or a Sapi;/^a, or a pupil, should

first perform the ceremony of uniting him with the

Sapi;/^as (to be worshipped at a KS'raddha offering),

and then offer him the funeral ceremonies customary
on joyful occasions.

XXVI. Gambling and Betting.

1. Gambling has been prohibited by Manu, be-

cause it destroys truth, honesty, and wealth. It has

been permitted by other (legislators) when con-

ducted so as to allow the king a share (of every

stake).

2. It shall take place under the superintendence
of keepers of gaming-houses, as it serves the pur-

pose of discovering thieves. The same rule has to

be observed in bets on prize-fights with animals.

3. When birds, rams, deer or other (animals) are

caused to fight against one another, after a wager
has been laid, it is called betting on animals (sami-

hvaya).

99, 100. Ratn. p. 583; Varadara^a, p. 27.

loi. Ratn. p. 600; Col. Dig. V, 8, 454.

XXVI, 1,2. Viv. p. 318; Viram.pp. 721,722. See Manu IX, 224.

3. Viv. p. 317; Ratn. p. 610.

[33] C C
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4. When any one is defeated in a prize-fight

between two animals, the wager which has been

laid shall be paid by the owner of the (defeated)

animal.

5. A wager (or game) shall be made in public;

false gamblers shall be banished.

6. When there is a point at issue between the two

parties (in a game or wager, other) gamblers shall

examine (and decide) the matter ;
if they are enemies

(of either party), the king shall decide the dispute.

7. One defeated in a secret game ;
or ignorant of

the rules
;
or (defeated) by the use of false dice, or

by deceit, though acquainted with the game, shall

be released
;
and one who has lost his entire wealth

in a game shall not be compelled to give the whole

of it.

8. The keeper of the gaming-house shall receive

the stakes and pay the victorious gambler and the

king ;
he shall also act as witness in a dispute,

assisted by three other gamblers.

9. Those wicked men who use false dice in a

game, or rob the king of his due, or cheat by making
false computations, are declared to be gamblers de-

serving punishment.

XXVII. Miscellaneous (Prakir/^aka).

I. This (aggregate of rules concerning) lawsuits

instituted by litigants has been briefly declared
;

I

will declare (next the law concerning) Miscellaneous

Causes instituted by the king (in person).

4, 5. Viv. p. 318; Viram, p. 720. 6. Viram. p. 720.

7-9. Ratn. pp. 614-617.

XXVII, I. Viram. p. 722 ;
Ratn. p. 621.
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2. In the case of a conflict between two Smr/tis

(texts of law), equity should be resorted to
;
when

the law-books are inapplicable, that course should be

followed which is indicated by a consideration of the

circumstances of the case.

3. (However) the first rank (among legislators)

belongs to Manu, because he has embodied the

essence of the Veda in his work
;
that Smrzti (or

text of law) which is opposed to the tenor of the

laws of Manu is not approved.

4. When he has discovered a man to be an

offender, (the king) should inflict (one of the va-

rious sorts of punishment) on him, (gentle) admo-

nition, (harsh) reproof or corporal chastisement, or

one of the four gradations of fines.

5. (Let him inflict) a (gentle) admonition, when
the offence is very light ; (harsh) reproof, for a crime

in the first degree ;
a fine, for a crime in the (second

or) middlemost degree ;
and arrest, in the case of

high-treason.

6. Banishment also may be resorted to by (a king)

desirous of promoting his own welfare in order to

meet opposition, and all (the various) sorts (of

punishment) should be united in the case of one

who has committed a mortal sin.

7. (The king) should punish elders, domestic

priests, and persons commanding respect, with

(gentle) admonition only ;
other litigants he should

amerce in a fine, when they are found to be guilty ;

2. Viram. p. 119.

3. Col. Dig. V, 5, 333. vedarthopanibaddhatvat pradhanyaw tu

mano^ smr/tam i manvarthaviparita ya na sa smr/ti^ pra^asyate li

4-7. Ratn. p. 629.

C C 2
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and on the perpetrators of a heavy crime he should

inflict corporal punishment.
8. (Gentle) admonition and (harsh) reproof are

declared to be the privilege of the Brahman

(appointed as chief judge) ;
but both fines and

corporal punishment may be inflicted by the king

only.

9. Both hands, both feet, the male organ, the eye,

the tongue, both ears, the nose, the neck, one half

of the feet, the thumb and index, the forehead, the

lips, the hindpart, and the hips :

10. These fourteen places of punishment have

been indicated. For a Brahman, branding him on

the forehead is ordained as the only kind of punish-
ment.

11. A Brahman, though a mortal sinner, shall not

suffer capital punishment; the king shall banish him,

and cause him to be branded and shaved.

12. That man who deserves capital punishment
shall be compelled to pay one hundred Suvar/^as

;

one deserving to have a limb cut off, half as much
;

and one deserving to have the thumb and index

(cut off), half of that.

13. The eighteen titles of law have been ex-

plained, together with the particulars of plaint and

answer. Learn now (the law regarding) the relative

validity of transactions.

14. That transaction which has been prior in time

(to another) shall be upheld. If it is departed from,

that is (called) an alteration of a transaction.

15. If a creditor or debtor revokes a previous

8. Ratn. p. 630. 9, 10. Ratn. p. 631. 11. Ratn. p. 634.

12. Ratn. p. 656. 13-18. Ratn. pp. 618-620.
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agreement and makes another contract of the same

description, (in which a) greater or less (amount is

stated), it is termed an alteration of a transaction.

16. When (a debtor) having received a loan at

the rate of two per cent, (in the month) promises to

pay five per cent., that subsequent agreement is

valid.

1 7. Between two successive transactions, the first

is (rendered) void (by the second) ; a subsequent

agreement prevails over the one preceding it in

time.

18. When a man first makes a deposit and con-

verts it into a pledge afterwards, after receiving

money (for it),
or sells it, the second transaction

prevails over the first.

[19. Forbidden practices are found among the

Southerners in the present day, (such as) matches

with a maternal uncle's daughter, in spite of the

prohibited degree of relationship on the mother's

side (causing such unions to be illegal).

20. The highly reprehensible custom of a brother

living with his deceased brother's wife, and the de-

livery of a marriageable damsel to a family is found

in other countries.

21. What is more, matches with a mother occur

among the Parasikas. The inhabitants of some

countries do not allow the presentation of fresh gifts

(of food) at a ^'raddha offering to those Brahmans

who have been fed at a vSrdddha held on the eleventh

19-24. These texts will be published elsewhere. They have been

taken from the Sawskara K^nda. of the Smr/tiX'andrika, where they

are quoted from an uncertain author. 20 has been printed, as a

text of Brzhaspati, in Professor Biihler's U^^vala, p. 10 1. The term
' Parasikas

'

denotes the Persians, or perhaps the Parsis of India.
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day (after the decease of a person) or at some other

6'rdddha.

22. Others, after lending grain, take twice as much
back in the autumn season and occupy the embanked

land, after having received twice the amount lent,

23. Though the principal has been repaid. This

is reprehensible also. Such forbidden practices (the

king) should check (when they are resorted to)

through folly.

24. Such customs as are not opposed to the laws

of particular countries and castes or other (corpora-

tions), every king should establish in accordance

with the sacred law, after consulting the law-books.]

25. Thus let the king every day examine, in

common with learned Brahmans, both the suits

proffered by litigants and those instituted by the

king (himself).

26. When the safety of many may be effected by

destroying a single offender, his execution is produc-
tive of religious merit (even).

25. Ratn. p. 618.

26. Smmi^. ekasmin yatra nidhanaw prapite dush/a^arim i ba-

hund.m bhavati kshemas tasya pu«yaprado vadha^ 1 1



ADDENDA.

P. 231, Appendix v. 56. This difficult text, together with an

additional text, is quoted in a somewhat different, but equally faulty

form, in the recently published last fasciculus of the Vivadaratnakara

in the Bibliotheca Indica. I propose to render the two texts as

follows :
' Fines beginning with a Karshapawa may amount to four

Karshapawas at most (in heavy cases) ; there are others beginning
with two and rising to eight, or beginning with three and rising

to twelve Karshapawas. All those (fines) which have been declared

to begin with one Karshdpawa may be raised to the fourfold amount ;

the same rule applies to the other fines as well, excepting the highest

fine (which consists of 2500 Pawas)/
P. 369, after v. 14, add '

15. A wife should be honoured by her

husband with (presents of) clothes, ornaments, and food ; and at a

festival (she should receive similar presents) from her father and

brothers, her parents-in-law, and other relations/

P. 369, after note on w. 12-14, add 15. Smnti^. bhartra patni

samabhyar^ya vastrdlawkarabho^anai^ I utsave tu pitr/bhratmva-

juradyaij kz. bandhubhi^^ il


